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PRELIMS BOOSTER 

 

PM Modi sets India’s target to become ‘energy independent’ by 2047 

• Prime Minister Narendra Modi has set the target of becoming an ‘energy independent 
country by the year 2047, the year when India will celebrate the 100th year of 
Independence. 

• For this, PM has announced a ‘Mission Circular Economy’ that will replace petroleum with 
other forms of energy to make India achieve self-reliance in energy production by 2047. 

• Mission Circular Economy would include a mix of electric mobility, gas-based economy, 
doping ethanol in petrol and making the country a hub for hydrogen production. 

• Modi government has decided to set up the National Hydrogen Mission to make India a 
new global hub and the exporter of green hydrogen. 

 

Ministry of Social Justice launches an e-study platform “TAPAS” 

• Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment has launched an online portal named TAPAS 
(Training for Augmenting Productivity and Services) to provide filmed lectures/courses 
and e-study material in the field of social defence. 

• TAPAS is the initiative of the National Institute of Social Defence (NISD), Ministry of Social 
Justice and Empowerment. The course can be taken up by anyone and is free of cost. 

• TAPAS seeks to provide access to lectures by subject experts, study material and more, but 
in a manner that it supplements the physical classroom without compromising on the 
quality of teaching. 

• The main objective of introducing the course modules, is to impart training and enhance 
the knowledge and skills for the capacity building of the participants. It can be taken up 
by anyone who wishes to enhance his or her knowledge on the topics and there is no fee 
for joining. 

 

WHO forms Advisory Group named “SAGO” 

• World Health Organization (WHO) has created a new advisory group named, The 
International Scientific Advisory Group for Origins of Novel Pathogens, or SAGO. 

• The function of SAGO will be to systematically study the emergence of future emerging 
pathogens with pandemic potential, and advise the development in this regard to WHO. 

• WHO has made an open call for nominations to SAGO from the member countries, thus 
providing a transparent foundation for the new scientific advisory group. The group will 
also work towards finding the origin of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. 

• Headquarters of WHO: Geneva, Switzerland. 
• WHO founded: 7 April 1948. 

 

Kaziranga becomes India’s first national park with satellite phones 

• Kaziranga National Park (KNP) in Assam has become the first national park in India to be 
equipped with satellite phones. Assam Chief Secretary Jishnu Barua handed over 10 
satellite phones to the forest personnel of the Kaziranga National Park. 
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• The satellite phones will boost the anti-poaching measures in the park. BSNL will be the 
service provider of these phones. 

• The park which has been spread over a massive 430 sq km area and divided into six ranges 
in upper Assam, has certain areas with poor to no connectivity. 

• The satellite phones, given to the officials of Kaziranga Parks, which draw signals from the 
satellites instead of mobile towers will ensure connectivity in most of the remote locations. 
The move will also boost anti-poaching measures undertaken by the park. 

 

4 more sites in India added to Ramsar list 

• Four more wetlands from India have been added to the list of Ramsar sites, giving it the 
status of ‘Wetland of International Importance’. 

• With this, the total number of Ramsar sites in India have reached 46, covering a surface 
area of 1,083,322 hectares. 

• The sites have been recognised as wetlands of international importance under the Ramsar 
Convention. Two of these sites are in Haryana, while the other two are in Gujarat. 

These sites are: 
• Thol, Gujarat 
• Wadhwana, Gujarat 
• Sultanpur, Haryana 
• Bhindawas, Haryana 

 

India’s first Cattle Genomic Chip “IndiGau” released by Jitendra Singh 

• Dr Jitendra Singh has released India’s first cattle genomic chip ‘IndiGau’ for the 
conservation of pure varieties of indigenous cattle breeds like, Gir, Kankrej, Sahiwal, 
Ongole etc. 

• The chip has been developed by scientists of National Institute of Animal Biotechnology 
(NAIB), Hyderabad, an autonomous institution under the aegis of the Department of 
Biotechnology. 

• The chip will help in achieving the goal of conservation of our own breeds with better 
characters and help towards doubling farmers’ income by 2022. 

 

RBI launches the Financial Inclusion Index 

• The Reserve Bank of India has introduced the Financial Inclusion Index (FI-Index), which 
is a measure of the extent of financial inclusion in India. 

• FI-Index incorporates the inclusion details of banking, investments, insurance, postal and 
pension sector in India. This was among the announcements made in the first bimonthly 
monetary policy in April this year. 

• The value of FI-Index will range between 0 to 100. Where 0 denotes complete financial 
exclusion while 100 denotes full financial inclusion. 

• Parameters of FI-Index: The FI-Index comprises of three parameters, namely- Access (35%), 
Usage (45%), and Quality (20%) with each of these consisting of various dimensions, which 
are computed based on a number of indicators. In total there are 97 indicators. 

• The annual FI-Index for the period ending March 2021 is 53.9 while for the period ending 
March 2017 it is 43.4. RBI will release the FI-Index in the month of July every year. There 
is no base year for this Index. 
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Puducherry celebrates its De Jure Transfer Day 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

• So on that day the “De-Jure”(The Legal Merger of the UT with the Indian Union) was 
effected. 178 representatives participated in the referendum in which 170 voted in favour 
of a merger with India and 8 against it. 

 

Odisha to become 1st Indian state to Provide Smart Health Cards 

• Odisha is all set to launch India’s first ‘Smart Health Cards scheme’ covering its 3.5 crore 
people of 96 lakh families under the Biju Swasthya Kalyan Yojana. 

• The information for the same was provided by Odisha Chief Minister (CM) Naveen Patnaik 
while addressing the 75th Independence Day celebrations in Bhubaneswar. 

• The objective behind Smart Health Cards is to provide hassle-free quality treatment at the 
best available health care facilities. These cards will work like debit cards for a certain 
amount. 

• Through this scheme, Central Government health benefits can also be accessed. 
• The beneficiaries of National and State Food Security Schemes, Annapurna and Antyodaya 

schemes will get this card and henceforth each family can avail treatment cost up to Rs 5 
lakh per annum. 

• Women members can avail of benefits up to Rs 10 lakh annually. 
• The health benefits under this scheme can be availed in more than 200 hospital chains of 

the country including Odisha. 

 

RBI to introduce ‘Regulatory GAAR’ for round-tripping 

• The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has come up with a draft rule with modifications in the 
existing regulation related to foreign investment to discourage round-tripping. The central 
bank is looking to tweak the existing regulations and has come up with draft rules around 
round-tripping. 

• Some of the largest Indian companies, startups and multinationals with an India presence 
have put their outbound investment, fundraising and restructuring plans on hold as the RBI 
looks to introduce fresh regulations around “round-tripping.” 

• According to the draft rule, any investment made outside India is an entity, in turn, invests 
in India will be treated as round-tripping if the purpose is to escape tax. This is as the same 

• Puducherry on 16th August celebrated 
its De Jure Transfer Day. Speaker of the 
Puducherry Assembly, R. Selvam, paid floral 
tributes at the memorial in Kizhur, a remote 
hamlet in Puducherry, where the transfer of 
power took place on the same day in 1962. 

• De Jure Transfer Day is the day it really got 
independence. The then Pondicherry was 
under French control well after 1947. 

• The treaty of cession signed between the 
French and Indian governments was ratified 
by the French Parliament only on August 16, 
1962. 
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definition and rationale used by the tax department under General Anti Avoidance Rule 
(GAAR) which companies have been complaining is quite broad in its scope. 

 

RBI to put in place a “PRISM” to strengthen compliance by lenders 

• The Reserve Bank of India is putting in place a Platform for Regulated Entities for 
Integrated Supervision and Monitoring (PRISM), a web-based end-to-end workflow 
automation system, to strengthen compliance by supervised entities (SEs). 

• This is aimed at helping supervised entities to strengthen their internal defences and 
resilience and bringing focus on root cause analysis (RCA). 

• PRISM will have various functionalities (inspection; compliance; incident functionality for 
cybersecurity; complaints; and returns functionalities), with built-in remediation 
workflows, time tracking, notifications and alerts, management information system 
(MIS) reports and dashboards. 

 

World Mosquito Day observed on 20th August 

• World Mosquito Day is observed on 20 August annually to raise awareness about the causes 
of malaria and how it can be prevented. This day is observed to highlight the efforts of 
healthcare officials, NGOs, and others in fighting diseases caused by malaria. 

• On World Mosquito Day every year, awareness is created around diseases caused by 
mosquitoes. 

• This year amid the coronavirus pandemic, the theme of World Mosquito Day 2021 is 
“Reaching the zero-malaria target”. 

• The day also commemorates the discovery made by British doctor Sir Ronald 
Ross in 1897 that female mosquitoes transmit malaria between humans. In 1902, Ross 
won Nobel Prize for Medicine becoming the first British person to receive the award. 

 

Finance Ministry launched ‘Ubharte Sitaare Fund’ 

• Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has launched an ambitious ‘Ubharte Sitaare 
Fund’ -USF for export-oriented firms and startups in a program at Lucknow. 

• The Fund aims at arranging funds for the promotion of micro, small and medium companies. 
The fund has been set up by Exim Bank and SIDBI. This scheme will be successful in Uttar 
Pradesh as the state has the highest number of MSMEs. 

• India Exim Bank’s Ubharte Sitaare Programme (USP) identifies Indian companies that have 
the potential to be future champions in the domestic arena while catering to global 
demands. 

• The fund is a mix of structured support, both financial and advisory services through 
investments in equity or equity-like instruments, debt (funded and non-funded) and 
technical assistance (advisory services, grants and soft loans) to the Indian companies. 

 

World’s First fossil-free steel manufactured in Sweden 

• Swedish green steel venture HYBRIT, which had made the ‘world’s first’ customer 
delivery of steel produced without using coal. 

• The steel was made using Hydrogen Breakthrough Ironmaking Technology, which uses 
100% fossil-free hydrogen instead of coal and coke. The venture has started delivering the 
fossil-free steel to the Volvo Group as part of its trial run. 
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• Development for the Hybrit project, which was set up in 2016 and is owned by SSAB, energy 
firm Vattenfall and LKAB, a mining and minerals group. 

• Both Vattenfall and LKAB are owned by the Swedish state. The idea underpinning Hybrit is 
to use “100% fossil-free hydrogen” rather than coal and coke in steel production. 
• Stockholm is the capital of Sweden; 
• The krona is the official currency of Sweden; 

 

WEF’S Sustainable Development Impact Summit 2021 

• The World Economic Forum’s annual Sustainable Development Impact Summit will take 
place on September 20-23, 2021 in Geneva, Switzerland. This year’s event will focus 
strongly on inclusively revitalizing economies. 

• The United Nations General Assembly, the summit convenes under the theme “Shaping an 
Equitable, Inclusive and Sustainable Recovery”. It will welcome almost all leaders from 
government, business and civil society who will work together to drive action and build 
momentum for a more sustainable and inclusive future. 

 

NITI Aayog and WRI Jointly Launch ‘Forum for Decarbonizing Transport’ 

 

 

 

 

 

• The Forum has been launched under the NDC-Transport Initiative for Asia (NDC-TIA) 
project. The NDC Transport Initiative for Asia (TIA 2020-2023) is a joint programme of seven 
organizations that will engage China, India, and Vietnam in promoting a comprehensive 
approach to decarbonizing transport in their respective countries. 

 

RBI appointed panel suggests 4-tier structure for Urban Co-operative Banks 

• RBI appointed panel under the chairmanship of N. S. Vishwanathan suggests 4-tier 
structure for Urban Co-operative Banks; minimum CRAR (Capital to Risk-Weighted Assets 
Ratio) for them could vary from 9 per cent to 15 per cent. 

• A Reserve Bank-appointed committee has suggested a four-tier structure for the urban 
cooperative banks (UCBs) depending upon the deposits and prescribed different capital 
adequacy and regulatory norms for them based on their sizes. 

The RBI committee said that UCBs can be split into four categories: 
• Tier-1 with deposits up to Rs 100 crore; 
• Tier-2 with deposits between Rs 100-Rs 1,000 crores; 
• Tier-3 with deposits between Rs 1,000 crore to Rs 10,000 and 
• Tier-4 with deposits of over Rs 10,000 crore. 

 

• NITI Aayog and World Resources Institute 
(WRI), India, jointly launched the ‘Forum for 
Decarbonizing Transport’ in India. 

• NITI Aayog is the implementing partner for India. The 
aim of the project is to bring down the peak level of 
GHG emissions (transport sector) in Asia (in line with 
a well below 2-degree pathway), resulting in 
problems like congestion and air pollution 
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India’s First Agri Sectoral Index GUAREX launched by NCDEX 

 
• India’s first sectoral index in the Agri commodities basket i.e. GUAREX was launched by 

the National Commodity and Derivatives Exchange Limited (NCDEX). 

 

 

 

• The weightage of guarseed and guar gum refined splits in the index will be 63 per cent 
and 37 per cent, respectively. The index futures will be cash-settled. Initially, Guarex 
futures contracts expiring in September and October will be made available for trading. 

 

India & Maldives inks pact on mega Greater Male Connectivity Project 

• The Government of India and Maldives inked the contract for the mega Greater Male 
Connectivity project (GMCP). The Greater Male Connectivity project (GMCP) is the largest-
ever civilian infrastructure project in the Maldives. 

• The Government of India is funding the implementation of GMCP through a USD 400 million 
Line of Credit (LoC) and USD 100 million grant. The USD 400 million LoC will be provided 
by the Export-Import Bank of India (Exim Bank) 

• The project will be developed by Indian construction and engineering firm, AFCONS, based 
in Mumbai, Maharashtra. 

• The Greater Male Connectivity Project (GMCP) comprise of 6.74 km long bridge and 
causeway link that will connect the national capital Male with three neighbouring islands 
namely: Villingili, Gulhifahu and Thilafushi. 

• Capital of Maldives: Male; Currency of the Maldives: Maldivian Rufiyaa. 

 

Nirmala Sitharaman unveils Public Sector Bank Reforms Agenda (EASE 4.0) 

• Union Minister of Finance and Corporate Affairs, Nirmala Sitharaman has unveiled the 
fourth edition of the Public Sector Bank (PSB) Reforms Agenda ‘EASE 4.0’ for 2021-22. 

• The major theme for EASE 4.0 is “Technology-enabled, simplified, and collaborative 
banking.” EASE stands for Enhanced Access & Service Excellence (EASE). 

• EASE 4.0 aims to further the agenda of customer-centric digital transformation and deeply 
embed digital and data into PSBs’ ways of working. 

• EASE 4.0 sets the agenda and roadmap to transform all PSBs into digital-attacker banks 
working hand-in-hand with key constituents of the financial services ecosystem to offer 
industry-best customer experience. 

Important Initiatives under EASE 4.0: 

• Smart Lending for Aspiring India 
• New Age 24×7 banking with resilient technology 
• Collaborative banking for synergistic outcomes 
• Tech-enabled Ease of Banking 

• GUAREX is a price based sectoral index that tracks the 
movement in the futures contracts of guar gum refined 
splits and guar seed on a real-time basis. This index 
product will offer a lot of opportunities to the value chain. 
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• Institutionalizing Prudent Banking 
• Governance and Outcome Centric HR 

Ministry of Labour & Employment launches e-Shram Portal 

• Ministry of Labour & Employment has launched e-Shram Portal to link Unorganised 
Workers with social security schemes being implemented by the Central and State 
Governments. 

• Minister for Labour and Employment, Bhupender Yadav has launched the portal where 38 
crore Unorganised Workers can register themselves and in turn benefit from various social 
security schemes. 

• Every unorganised worker who registers on the eSHRAM Portal will get Rs 2.0 
Lakh Accidental Insurance cover. (Rs 2.0 Lakh on death or permanent disability and Rs 1.0 
lakh on partial disability). 

• Upon registration on the eSHRAM Portal, the worker will get an eSHRAM card with a 
unique 12 digit Universal Account Number (UAN) and will be able to access the benefits 
of the various social security schemes through this Card anywhere anytime. 

• eSHRAM Portal will help in the creation of a National Database of Unorganized Workers 
(NDUW) 

 

9 new Supreme Court judges, including 3 women, takes oath 

• Nine new judges, including three women, have been administered the oath of office 
as judges of the Supreme Court by Chief Justice of India (CJI) NV Ramana. 

• The strength of the Supreme Court would go up to 33, including the CJI, out of the 
sanctioned strength of 34, after the swearing-in of the nine new judges. 

Here are the names of nine new judges of the Supreme Court: 
1.  Justice Vikram Nath:  Justice Nath, who was the chief justice of the Gujarat High Court, 

is in line to become the CJI upon the retirement of sitting top court judge Justice Surya 
Kant in February 2027. 

2. Justice BV Nagarathna: Justice Nagarathna was a judge of the Karnataka High Court. 
Justice Nagarathna is in line to become the first woman CJI in September 2027. 

3. Justice PS Narasimha: Justice Narasimha was a senior advocate and former additional 
solicitor general. Justice Narasimha would succeed Justice Nagarathna as the CJI and would 
have a tenure of over six months. 

4. Justice Abhay Shreeniwas Oka: Justice Oka was the chief justice of the Karnataka High 
Court). 

5.  Justice Jitendra Kumar Maheshwari: Justice Maheshwari was the chief justice of the 
Sikkim High Court. 

6.  Justice Hima Kohli:  Justice Kohli was the chief justice of the Telangana High Court 
7.  Justice CT Ravikumar:  Justice Ravikumar was a judge of the Kerala High Court 
8.  Justice MM Sundresh:  Justice Sundresh was a judge of the Madras High Court 
9. Justice Bela M Trivedi:  Justice Trivedi was a judge of the Gujarat High Court 

• 48th Chief Justice of India (CJI): Nuthalapati Venkata Ramana; 
• Supreme Court of India Established: 26 January 1950. 
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Hunger Hotspots 

• It is a report published by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the World Food 

Programme (WFP) 

• the Hunger Hotspots report provides early warning analysis of acute food insecurity 

hotspots, highlights countries that are at risk of significant food security deterioration, and 

in particular acute hunger and associated malnutrition. 

• The analysis takes into account all major drivers of food insecurity.  

• It provides a forward-looking perspective, outlining the likely evolution of impacts over the 

next four or so months aiming to inform urgent action to safeguard food security of the 

most vulnerable communities in these locations. 

Halam tribes 

• The Halam community are various tribes native to the state of Tripura and Assam, Mizoram 

in India. 

• Ethnically Halam communities of Tripura belong to the Kuki-Chin tribes of Tibeto-Burmese 

ethnic group.  

• Their language is also more or less similar to that of Tibeto-Burman family. Halams are also 

known as Mila Kuki, though they are not at all Kukis in terms of language, culture and living 

style. 

• The Halam are further divided into 12 sub-tribes, namely Chorei, Molsom, Hrangkhol, 

Kaipeng, Kalai, Ranglong, Sakachep, Thangachep,Marachepang/Morsephang Saimâr, 

Bongcher, Korbwng, Dab and Rupini. (No need to remember just take cursory look at it) 

Bru Refugees 

• The Bru community is known by different names and its members are spread over at least 

three north-eastern states — Tripura, Mizoram and parts of southern Assam. 

• The Brus are ethnically distinct from the Mizos, and the two tribes speak mutually 

unintelligible languages/dialects, unlike Mizos and Kukis, who share close linguistic and 

cultural ties and were usually referred to as Kuki-Lushai tribes in colonial times (Lushai or 

Lusei is the most prominent clan in what is now the Mizo community). 

• In Tripura, where the Brus are the most populous tribe after the Tripuris, they are known 

as Reangs, and were almost 2 lakhs strong during the 2011 Census.  

• In Mizoram, they are largely referred to by other tribes as ‘Tuikuk’. But in the past two 

decades or so, they have been increasingly referred to as Bru, a nomenclature of their own 

choosing. 

• There are over 40,000 Brus living in four districts of Mizoram, while about 32,000 Brus from 

Mizoram currently reside in relief camps in northern Tripura. 

Languages in the Eighth Schedule 

• Reference to the Eighth Schedule occurs in articles 344 (1) and 351 of the Constitution.  

• Article 344 (1) provides for the constitution of a Commission by the President on expiration 

of five years from the commencement of the Constitution and thereafter at the expiration 

of ten years from such commencement, which shall consist of a Chairman and such other 

members representing the different languages specified in the Eighth Schedule to make 
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recommendations to the President for the progressive use of Hindi for official purposes of 

the Union.  

• Article 351 of the Constitution provides that it shall be the duty of the Union to promote 

the spread of the Hindi language to develop it so that it may serve as a medium of 

expression for all the elements of the composite culture of India and to secure its 

enrichment by assimilating without interfering with its genius, the forms, style and 

expressions used in Hindustani and in the other languages of India specified in the Eighth 

Schedule, and by drawing, wherever necessary or desirable, for its vocabulary, primarily, 

on Sanskrit and secondarily on other languages. 

• The Government has been receiving demands for inclusion of various languages in the 

Eighth Schedule to the Constitution over the last several years.  

• At present, the Eighth Schedule consists of 22 languages. These are (1) Assamese, (2) 

Bengali, (3) Gujarati, (4) Hindi, (5) Kannada, (6) Kashmiri, (7) Konkani, (8) Malayalam, (9) 

Manipuri, (10) Marathi, (11) Nepali, (12) Oriya, (13) Punjabi, (14), Sanskrit, (15) Sindhi, 

(16) Tamil, (17) Telgu, (18) Urdu (19) Bodo, (20) Santhali, (21) Maithili and (22) Dogri. Of 

these languages, 14 were initially included in the Constitution.  

• Sindhi language was added in 1967. Thereafter three more languages viz, Konkani, Manipuri 

and Nepali were included in 1992. Subsequently Bodo, Dogri, Maithili and Santhali were 

added vide 92nd Constitution Amendment Act, 2003. 

Red Tide 

• A red tide occurs when certain types of algae—plant-like 

organisms that live in the water—grow out of control.  

• The name “red tide” comes from the fact that overgrowth 

of algae can cause the color of the water to turn red, as 

well as green or brown. 

• Red tides are caused by algae, which are tiny, microscopic 

organisms that grow in the water.  

• Almost all bodies of water have some algae, but in a red 

tide, there is a lot more algae in the water than usual. In 

fact, the water changes color in a red tide because the 

population of algae living in the water becomes so dense. 

• Chemicals from farming, factories, sewage treatment plants and other sources can become 

dissolved in water on the land. This water, called runoff, eventually flows into the ocean 

and can cause algae to grow faster, leading to red tides. 

• Red tides are sometimes also called Harmful Algal Blooms. Some of the algae that causes 

a red tide produce powerful toxins, which are harmful chemicals that can kill fish, shellfish, 

mammals and birds. 

• If people eat fish or shellfish that have been in the water with toxic algae, they will also 

ingest the toxins, which can make them sick. Many regions restrict fishing during a red tide 

for this reason. Nearby restaurants take local fish and shellfish off the menu, too. 
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NASA’s Boeing Starliner Spacecraft 

• The Boeing CST-100 Starliner is a class of two reusable crew capsules expected to transport 

crew to the International Space Station (ISS) and other low-Earth orbit destinations. It is 

manufactured by Boeing for its participation in NASA's Commercial Crew Program. 

• The Starliner, which is supposed to carry more than 400 pounds of NASA cargo and crew 

supplies, will take roughly 24 hours to reach the ISS, after which it will dock there. 

• The spacecraft has been designed to accommodate seven passengers or a mix of crew and 

cargo for missions to low-Earth orbit. 

The International Space Station (ISS) 

• The International Space Station (ISS) is a modular space station (habitable artificial 

satellite) in low Earth orbit.  

• It is a multinational collaborative project involving five participating space agencies: NASA 

(United States), Roscosmos (Russia), JAXA (Japan), ESA (Europe), and CSA (Canada).  

• The ownership and use of the space station are established by intergovernmental treaties 

and agreements. 

• The station serves as a microgravity and space environment research laboratory in which 

scientific research is conducted in astrobiology, astronomy, meteorology, physics, and 

other fields. 

• The ISS is suited for testing the spacecraft systems and equipment required for possible 

future long-duration missions to the Moon and Mars. 

• It flies at an altitude between 220km and 410 km above the earth. This is the low-earth 

orbit. With the naked eye, the ISS can be seen from nearly every area of Earth at different 

points in time. 

INS Vikrant 

• INS Vikrant, also known as Indigenous Aircraft Carrier 1 (IAC-1), is an aircraft carrier 

constructed by the Cochin Shipyard Limited (CSL) for the Indian Navy.  

• It is the first aircraft carrier to be built in India. 

• The motto of the ship is "Jayema Saṁ Yudhi Spr̥dhaḥ", which is taken from Rigveda and 

means "I defeat those who fight against me". 

• INS Vikrant epitomizes India’s quest to be “Atma Nirbhar” with more than 76 per cent 

indigenous content. 

• Many experts consider having an aircraft carrier as essential to be considered a ‘blue water’ 

navy — one that has the capacity to project a nation’s strength and power across the high 

seas. 

• India’s earlier aircraft carriers were either built by the British or the Russians. The INS 

Vikramaditya, currently the Navy’s only aircraft carrier that was commissioned in 2013, 

started out as the Soviet-Russian Admiral Gorshkov.  

• The country’s two earlier carriers, INS Vikrant and INS Viraat, were originally the British-

built HMS Hercules and HMS Hermes before being commissioned into the Navy in 1961 and 

1987 respectively. 
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• INS Vikrant, a Majestic-class 19,500-tonne warship, was the name of India’s much-loved 

first aircraft carrier, a source of immense national pride over several decades of service 

before it was decommissioned in 1997. 

• India acquired the Vikrant from the United Kingdom in 1961, and the carrier played a stellar 

role in the 1971 war with Pakistan that led to the birth of Bangladesh. 

• New generation Vikrant only carries name of older Vikrant and built by Indian Manufacturer 

SIXTH ASSESSMENT REPORT 

• The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released the first part of its Sixth 

Assessment Report (AR6) titled Climate Change 2021: The Physical Science Basis. 

• The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is an intergovernmental body of 

the United Nations mandated to provide objective scientific information relevant to 

understanding human-induced climate change, its natural, political, and economic impacts 

and risks, and possible response options.  

• It was established in 1988 by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United 

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). 

• Membership is open to all member states of the WMO and UN and currently comprises 195 

countries. 

• The IPCC does not conduct original research nor monitor climate change; rather, it 

undertakes a systematic review of all relevant published literature to provide a 

comprehensive update on climate change, its effects, and potential strategies. 

• Thousands of scientists and other experts volunteer to review and surmise the data—which 

can span tens of thousands of studies—and compile key findings into "Assessment Reports". 

• Every few years (about 7 years), the IPCC produces assessment reports that are the most 

comprehensive scientific evaluations of the state of earth’s climate. 
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• So far, five assessment reports have been produced, the first one being released in 1990. 

The fifth assessment report had come out in 2014 in the run up to the climate change 

conference in Paris. 

• The Assessment Reports - by three working groups of scientists. 

o Working Group-I - Deals with the scientific basis for climate change. 

o Working Group-II - Looks at the likely impacts, vulnerabilities and adaptation issues. 

o Working Group-III - Deals with actions that can be taken to combat climate change. 

Important Passes in India (Source - https://lotusarise.com/mountain-passes-in-india-upsc/) 
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Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) 

• The Atlantic meridional overturning 

circulation (AMOC) is the zonally 

integrated component of surface and 

deep currents in the Atlantic Ocean.  

• It is characterized by a northward flow 

of warm, salty water in the upper layers 

of the Atlantic, and a southward flow of 

colder, deep waters that are part of the 

thermohaline circulation.  

• These "limbs" are linked by regions of 

overturning in the Nordic and Labrador 

Seas and the Southern Ocean. The 

AMOC is an important component of the 

Earth's climate system, and is a result of both atmospheric and thermohaline drivers. 

• Northward surface flow transports a substantial amount of heat energy from the tropics 

and Southern Hemisphere toward the North Atlantic, where the heat is lost to the 

atmosphere due to the strong temperature gradient.  

• Upon losing its heat, the water becomes denser and sinks. This densification links the warm, 

surface limb with the cold, deep return limb at regions of convection in the Nordic and 

Labrador Seas. The limbs are also linked in regions of upwelling, where a divergence of 

surface waters causes Ekman suction and an upward flux of deep water. 

Asiatic Lion 

Key facts 

• There are only several hundred 

Asiatic lions in the wild, and 

they only live in the Gir Forest, 

India, in an area that is smaller 

than Greater London. 

• Asian lions are slightly smaller 

than African lions.  Unlike 

African lions, the males do not 

tend to live with the females of 

their pride unless they’re 

mating or have a large kill. 

• Asian lions used to range from 

Turkey, across Asia, to eastern 

India, but the rise of firearms across the world meant that they were hunted to near-

extinction for sport. 

• The male Asiatic lion has a relatively short, sparse and darker mane compared to the fuller 

mane of the African lion. As a result, the male Asiatic lion's ears tend to remain visible at 

all times. 
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• The most distinguishing characteristic of the Asiatic lion is the longitudinal fold of skin that 

runs along its belly. This is absent in African lions. 

• Today, the remaining wild lions are vulnerable to disease, disaster and potential poaching, 

and have to live alongside a growing human population that also needs the land for cattle 

and crops. 

Conservation status 

• The Asian lion population has recovered from the brink of extinction to several hundred 

individuals. They occupy remnant forest habitats in the two hill systems of Gir and Girnar 

that comprise Gujarat’s largest tracts of dry deciduous forest, thorny forest and savannah.  

• Five protected areas currently exist to protect the Asian lion: Gir Sanctuary, Gir National 

Park and Pania Sanctuary to form the Gir Conservation Area (GCA) covering an area of 

20,000 km2 of forest representing the core habitat for the Asiatic lion.  

• The other two wildlife sanctuaries, Mitiyala and Girnar, protect satellite areas within 

dispersal distance of the Gir Conservation Area. An additional sanctuary is being established 

in the nearby Barda forest to serve as an alternative home for Gir lions. 

• Factors which are threats to the Gir PA and lion conservation identified as encroachment, 

forest fire, natural calamities, grazing, collection of fuelwoods, non-timber forest produce 

(NTFP), poaching, tourism, religious pilgrimage and accidental lion deaths due to human 

causes.  

• Currently the Gir landscape is witnessing an unprecedented change of traditional land-use 

patterns owing to agro-industrial developments and urban sprawl. 

o IUCN Red List: Vulnerable 

o Asiatic Lion - Endangered. 

o CITES: Appendix I for populations of India, all other populations are included in 

Appendix II. 

o Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972: Schedule I 

Quality Of Life for Elderly Index 

• The Index has been created by the Institute for Competitiveness at the request of Economic 

Advisory Council to the Prime Minister (EAC-PM) and it sheds light on an issue often not 

mentioned- problems faced by the elderly 

• The report identifies the regional patterns of ageing across Indian States and assesses the 

overall ageing situation in India. The report presents’ deeper insight into how well India is 

doing to support the well-being of its ageing population. 

• The Index framework includes four pillars: Financial Well-being,Social Well-being,Health 

System and Income Security, andeight sub-pillars: Economic Empowerment, Educational 

Attainment & Employment, Social Status, Physical Security, Basic Health, Psychological 

Wellbeing, Social Security and Enabling Environment. 

• This index broadens the way we understand the needs and opportunities of the elderly 

population in India.  

• It goes far beyond the adequacy of pensions and other forms of income support, which, 

though critical, often narrows policy thinking and debate about the needs of this age group.  
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• The index highlights that the best way to improve the lives of the current and future 

generations of older people is by investing in health, education and employment for young 

people today. 

 

Kaziranga national park: Assam 

• Kaziranga National Park is a national park in the Golaghat, Karbi Anglong and Nagaon 

districts of the state of Assam, India.  

• The sanctuary, which hosts two-thirds of the world's great one-horned rhinoceroses, is a 

World Heritage Site 

• Kaziranga is home to the highest density of tigers among protected areas in the world, and 

was declared a Tiger Reserve in 2006 (now the highest tiger density is in Orang National 

Park, Assam).  

• The Park is home to large breeding populations of elephants, wild water buffalo, and 

swamp deer. 

• Kaziranga is recognized as an Important Bird Area by BirdLife International for conservation 

of avifaunal species.  

• When compared with other protected areas in India, Kaziranga has achieved notable 

success in wildlife conservation. Located on the edge of the Eastern Himalaya biodiversity 

hotspot, the park combines high species diversity and visibility. 
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• Kaziranga is a vast expanse of tall elephant grass, marshland, and dense tropical moist 

broadleaf forests, criss-crossed by four major rivers, including the Brahmaputra, and the 

park includes numerous small bodies of water. 
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1. POLITY 

 

1.1 PANCHAYAT EXTENSION TO SCHEDULED AREAS (PESA) ACT, 1996 

CONTEXT 

• The PESA Act, which was supposed to uphold the traditional decision-making process, has 

so far not been fully implemented in its true spirit in the state of Jharkhand. 

MORE ABOUT NEWS  

ABOUT PANCHAYAT EXTENSION TO SCHEDULED AREAS (PESA) ACT, 1996 

• The Panchayat Raj (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act (PESA) was enacted in 1996 to extend 

Part IX of the Constitution to the Fifth Schedule Areas of Andhra Pradesh (undivided), 

Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Maharashtra, 

Odisha and Rajasthan.  

• A unique and remarkable flagship legislation, this brings together the simple system of 

tribal communities governed by their respective customs and traditions, and the formal 

system of the State.   

• PESA recognizes the hamlet or group of hamlets level assembly of people (Gram Sabha) as 

against the elected members (Gram Panchayat) to be preeminent. 

• The Gram Sabhas are deemed to be competent to act on a range of powers namely –  

o Safeguard and preserve their traditions and customs, cultural identity, community 

resources and the customary mode of dispute resolution  

o Prevention of alienation of land and restoration of any unlawfully alienated land of 

Scheduled Tribes  

o Control over institutions and functionaries in all social sectors  

o The ownership of minor forest produce  

o Management of village markets  Control over money lending to the Scheduled Tribes  

o Enforcement of prohibition, or regulation or restriction of the sale and consumption 

of any intoxicant  

o Control local plans, and resources for such plans, including tribal sub-plans 

o Approval of social and economic development programmes  

o Selection of beneficiaries under poverty alleviation and other programmes   

o Issue utilisation certificates for government works undertaken in their village   

o Recommendation in granting prospecting license or mining leases for minor minerals, 

and concessions for the exploitation of minor minerals by auction  

o Consultation on matters of land acquisition 

• PESA bars the Panchayats at the higher level from assuming the powers and authority of 

any Panchayat at the lower level or of the Gram Sabha.   

• The office of the Chairpersons in the Panchayats at all levels are to be reserved for 

Scheduled Tribes (STs).  

• Reservations of seats at every Panchayat for the STs are not to be less than one-half of the 

total number of seats.  
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• The States are to follow the Sixth Schedule pattern of Autonomous District Councils (ADCs) 

with legislative and executive powers on certain specific subjects, as available in parts of 

the north-eastern States, for the Panchayats at district levels in the Scheduled Area. 

CHALLENGES TO PESA ACT, 1996 

• The act has now been termed “toothless” with the erosion of its spirit 

• PESA remains disempowered as 40% of the states under its purview have not been able to 

frame their rules for its implementation even after 25 years of its existence. 

• A total of four states – Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh and Odisha have not even 

framed the rules yet – while Gujarat used the rules of the Panchayati Raj Act to manage 

the fifth scheduled areas. 

• Even in the states where the rules were formulated, the situation is not different. States 

were supposed to amend their law incorporating the provisions of PESA but even though 

some states managed to formulate the rules they performed quite poor on ensuring their 

implementation. 

o Despite having a 26% Adivasi population, Jharkhand has failed to formulate rules for 

the implementation of PESA, a law meant for the welfare of the Adivasi community 

• Elite people still have control over natural resources and the local community suffers at 

the hand of these people with clout, if they try to claim their ownership. 

• The government is acquiring land without the consent of gram sabhas. 

• provisions of PESA into these laws, shadowing its purpose and significance. 

o For instance, the Land Acquisition Act, 2013 empowered Gram Sabhas immensely. 

o Similarly, the Forest Right Act, 2006 has provisions of PESA and now when people 

need to protect their rights and resources, they look up to these laws. 

• PESA laws of maintenance of autonomy and tribal culture remained obscure. 

o The infringement of the provisions of PESA outlined with it a disregard for the rights 

of forest-dwellers, mostly tribal communities which constitute around nine per cent 

of India’s population. 

WAY FORWARD 

• Structures above Gram Sabha should be patterned on the Sixth Schedule. 

o Scheduled areas should have had a structure where the powers of the State could 

be allocated in such a way that the Gram Sabha is not overridden but empowered. 

• There is a need to pledge plausible and time bound actions to implement PESA in letter 

and spirit. 

• The conflict and the inconsistencies between the Gram Sabhas and the Panchayats need to 

be ironed out. 

• State governments need to change their laws in order to comply with PESA and laws relating 

to land acquisition, excise, forest produce, mines and minerals, agri produce market and 

money lending need to be amended.  

• PESA is good legislation but it will only make sense only if taken seriously and implemented 

well. 

• It is hoped that in its 25th year of implementation, serious efforts would be pledged to 

identify the pitfalls and promote policies that pave the environment for establishment, 

prevalence and persistence of a system of tribal self-rule in the Fifth Schedule Areas. 
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1.2 75th INDEPENDENCE DAY 

IN DEPTH: 

• Commemorating the 75th Independence Day, Prime Minister announced a slew of 
measures/initiatives and called for making the next 25 years a glorious one for India. 

• A day before Independence Day, the Prime minister also declared 14th August would now 
be observed as Partition Horrors Remembrance Day. 

Gati Shakti Master Plan: 

• It is a Rs.100 lakh-crore project for developing ‘holistic infrastructure’. 

• It will help raise the global profile of local manufacturers and help them compete with 
their counterparts worldwide. It also raises possibilities of new future economic zones. 

• It will be a source of employment opportunities for the youth in future. 

National Hydrogen Mission: 

• The National Hydrogen Mission and the green hydrogen sector will give India a quantum 
jump in meeting its climate targets. 

• Green hydrogen is produced by splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen using an 
electrolyzer powered by electricity from renewable energy sources such as wind and solar. 

• It will also help India to become energy independent. Today India spends over Rs 12 lakh 
crore on importing energy. 

Rice Fortification Plan: 

• The rice distributed under various government schemes will be fortified by 2024. It includes 
the Public Distribution System (PDS), Mid-Day Meals in schools and Integrated Child 
Development Scheme (ICDS). 

• It is a significant initiative as the country has high levels of malnutrition among women and 
children. 

• According to theMinistry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, every second 
woman in the country is anaemic and every third child is stunted. 

• India ranks 94 out of 107 countries and is in the ‘serious hunger’ category on the Global 
Hunger Index (GHI). 

• Six states, including Maharashtra and Gujarat, have started distributing fortified rice as 
part of the pilot scheme. 

• Food fortification or enrichment is the process of adding micronutrients to food. 

Vande Bharat Trains: 

• 75 Vande Bharat’ trains will connect different parts of the country in 75 weeks to mark the 
ongoing ‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’. 

• Vande Bharat, the indigenous semi-high speed train set, is being given a boost, with the 
Railways gearing to roll out at least 10 of them, linking around 40 cities, by August 2022 to 
commemorate 75 years of Independence. 

Sainik Schools for Girls: 
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• All Sainik Schools in the country will now be open for girls also. At present, 33 Sainik schools 
are operating in the country. 

• Sainik schools are run by the Sainik Schools Society which is under the administrative 
control of the Ministry of Defence. 

• The aim of establishing Sainik schools was to prepare the students from an early age for 
their entry into the Indian armed forces. 

E-commerce platform for Self-Help Groups: 

• This digital platform will connect the products of women Self-Help Groups with people in 
far flung areas of the country as well as abroad and it will have far-reaching consequences. 

• The government will create an e-commerce platform to ensure a huge market in the 
country and abroad for their products. 

• More than eight crore women in the villages are associated with Self-Help Groups and they 
design top-end products. 

Partition Horrors Remembrance Day: 

• 14th August would now be observed as Partition Horrors Remembrance Day. 

• This day will remind Indians of the need to remove the poison of social divisions, 
disharmony and further strengthen the spirit of oneness, social harmony and human 
empowerment. 

 

1.3 NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR MINORITIES (NCM) 

CONTEXT: 

• Recently, the Delhi High Court directed the Centre to nominate persons to all the vacant 
positions in the National Commission for Minorities (NCM) by 30th September, 2021. 

• This is to ensure that the commission functions efficiently and the purpose of the 
commission as envisaged under the National Commission for Minorities Act (NCM), 1992 is 
also fully given effect to. 

Background: 

• In 1978, setting up of the Minorities Commission (MC) was envisaged in the Ministry of Home 
Affairs Resolution. 

• In 1984, the MC was detached from the Ministry of Home Affairs and placed under the newly 
created Ministry of Welfare, which excluded linguistic minorities from the Commission’s 
jurisdiction in 1988. 

• In 1992, with the enactment of the NCM Act, 1992, the MC became a statutory body and 
was renamed as the NCM. 

• In 1993, the first Statutory National Commission was set up and five religious communities 
viz. The Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists and Zoroastrians (Parsis) were notified as 
minority communities. 

• In 2014, Jains were also notified as a minority community. 

Composition: 

• NCM consists of a Chairperson, a Vice-Chairperson and five members and all of them shall 
be from amongst the minority communities. 
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• Total of 7 persons to be nominated by the Central Government should be from amongst 
persons of eminence, ability and integrity. 

• Tenure: Each Member holds office for a period of three years from the date of assumption 
of office. 

Functions: 

• Monitoring of the working of the safeguards for minorities provided in the Constitution and 
in laws enacted by Parliament and the state legislatures. 

• Ensures that the Prime Minister’s 15-Point Programme for the Welfare of Minorities is 
implemented and the programmes for minority communities are actually functioning. 

• Making recommendations for the effective implementation of safeguards for the protection 
of the interests of minorities by the central or state governments. 

• Looking into specific complaints regarding deprivation of rights and safeguards of minorities 
and taking up such matters with the appropriate authorities. 

• Investigates matters of communal conflict and riots. 

• For example, the 2011 Bharatpur communal riots, as well as the 2012 Bodo-Muslim clashes 
in Assam, were investigated by the commission and their findings were submitted to the 
government. 

• Observes the Minorities Rights Day every year on 18th December which marks the adoption 
of the “Declaration on the Rights of Persons belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and 
Linguistic Minorities” by the United Nations in 1992. 

Constitutional and Legal Provisions Related to Minorities 

• The NCM Act defines a minority as “a community notified as such by the Central 
government.'' 

• The Government of India has declared six religions namely, Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, 
Buddhists and Parsis (Zoroastrian) and Jain as religious minorities in India. 

• National Commission for Minority Education Institution (NCMEI) Act, 2004: 

• It gives minority status to the educational institutions on the basis of six religious 
communities notified by the government. 

• A recent Report by NCPR has highlighted the disproportionate number of minority 
institutions or dominance of non-minority category in Minority institutions. 

• The term "minority" is not defined in the Indian Constitution. However, the Constitution 
recognises religious and linguistic minorities. 

Article 15 and 16: 

• Prohibition of discrimination against citizens on grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or 
place of birth. 

• Citizens’ right to ‘equality of opportunity’ in matters relating to employment or 
appointment to any office under the State, and prohibition in this regard of any 
discrimination on grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth. 

Article 25 (1), 26 and 28: 

• People’s freedom of conscience and right to freely profess, practise and propagate religion. 

• Right of every religious denomination or any section to establish and maintain institutions 
for religious and charitable purposes, manage its own religious affairs, and own and acquire 
property and administer it. 
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• People’s freedom as to attendance at religious instruction or religious worship in 
educational institutions wholly maintained, recognized, or aided by the State. 

Article 29: 

• It provides that any section of the citizens residing in any part of India having a distinct 
language, script or culture of its own, shall have the right to conserve the same. 

• It grants protection to both religious minorities as well as linguistic minorities. 

• However, the Supreme Court held that the scope of this article is not necessarily restricted 
to minorities only, as use of the word ‘section of citizens’ in the Article includes minorities 
as well as the majority. 

Article 30: 

• All minorities shall have the right to establish and administer educational institutions of 
their choice. 

• The protection under Article 30 is confined only to minorities (religious or linguistic) and 
does not extend to any section of citizens (as under Article 29). 

Article 350-B: 

• The 7th Constitutional (Amendment) Act 1956 inserted this article which provides for a 
Special Officer for Linguistic Minorities appointed by the President of India. 

• It would be the duty of the Special Officer to investigate all matters relating to the 
safeguards provided for linguistic minorities under the Constitution. 

 

 

1.4 APPOINTMENT OF JUDGES TO THE SUPREME COURT 

CONTEXT: 

• Recently, the Supreme Court (SC) Collegium, led by Chief Justice of India (CJI) has 
recommended to the government nine names for appointment as SC judges. 

• The Collegium has for the first time, in one single resolution, recommended three women 
judges. 

• It has thus sent a strong signal in favour of representation of women in the highest judiciary. 

Collegium System: 

• It is the system of appointment and transfer of judges that has evolved through judgments 
of the SC, and not by an Act of Parliament or by a provision of the Constitution. 

Evolution of the System: 

First Judges Case (1981): 

• It declared that the “primacy” of the CJIs recommendation on judicial appointments and 
transfers can be refused for “cogent reasons.” 

• The ruling gave the Executive primacy over the Judiciary in judicial appointments for the 
next 12 years. 
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Second Judges Case (1993): 

• SC introduced the Collegium system, holding that “consultation” really meant 
“concurrence”. 

• It added that it was not the CJI’s individual opinion, but an institutional opinion formed in 
consultation with the two senior-most judges in the SC. 

Third Judges Case (1998): 

• SC on President’s reference (Article 143) expanded the Collegium to a five-member body, 
comprising the CJI and four of his senior-most colleagues. 

• The SC collegium is headed by the CJI and comprises four other senior most judges of the 
court. 

• A HC collegium is led by its Chief Justice and four other senior most judges of that court. 

• Names recommended for appointment by a HC collegium reaches the government only after 
approval by the CJI and the SC collegium. 

• Judges of the higher judiciary are appointed only through the collegium system and the 
government has a role only after names have been decided by the collegium. 

• The government’s role is limited to getting an inquiry conducted by the Intelligence Bureau 
(IB) if a lawyer is to be elevated as a judge in a High Court or the Supreme Court. 

• Intelligence Bureau (IB): It is a reputed and established intelligence agency. It is 
authoritatively controlled by the Ministry of Home Affairs. 

• It can also raise objections and seek clarifications regarding the collegium’s choices, but if 
the collegium reiterates the same names, the government is bound, under Constitution 
Bench judgments, to appoint them as judges. 

Procedure for Various Judicial Appointments: 

For CJI: 

• The President of India appoints the CJI and the other SC judges. 

• As far as the CJI is concerned, the outgoing CJI recommends his successor. 

• In practice, it has been strictly by seniority ever since the supersession controversy of the 
1970s. 

For SC Judges: 

• For other judges of the SC, the proposal is initiated by the CJI. 

• The CJI consults the rest of the Collegium members, as well as the senior-most judge of 
the court hailing from the High Court to which the recommended person belongs. 

• The consultees must record their opinions in writing and it should form part of the file. 

• The Collegium sends the recommendation to the law minister, who forwards it to the Prime 
Minister to advise the President. 

For Chief Justice of High Courts: 

• The Chief Justice of the High Court is appointed as per the policy of having Chief Justices 
from outside the respective States. 

• The Collegium takes the call on the elevation. 

• High Court judges are recommended by a Collegium comprising the CJI and two senior-
most judges. 
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• The proposal, however, is initiated by the outgoing Chief Justice of the High Court 
concerned in consultation with two senior-most colleagues. 

• The recommendation is sent to the Chief Minister, who advises the Governor to send the 
proposal to the Union Law Minister. 

Criticism of the Collegium System: 

1. Opaqueness and a lack of transparency. 
2. Scope for nepotism. 
3. Embroilment in public controversies. 
4. Overlooks several talented junior judges and advocates. 
5. Attempts to reform the Appointment System: 
6. The attempt made to replace it by a ‘National Judicial Appointments Commission’ (through 

Ninety-ninth Amendment Act, 2014) was struck down by the court in 2015 on the ground 
that it posed a threat to the independence of the judiciary. 

Related Constitutional Provisions 

• Article 124(2) of the Indian Constitution provides that the Judges of the SC are appointed 
by the President after consultation with such a number of the Judges of the SC and of the 
High Courts in the States as the President may deem necessary for the purpose. 

• Article 217 of the Indian Constitution states that the Judge of a High Court shall be 
appointed by the President in consultation with the CJI, the Governor of the State, and, in 
the case of appointment of a Judge other than the Chief Justice, the Chief Justice of the 
High Court. 

 

1.5 CONTROVERSY RELATED TO TRIBUNALS REFORMS 

CONTEXT: 

• Recently, the Supreme Court of India (SC) has challenged the government to produce 
material showing its reasons for introducing the Tribunal Reforms Bill of 2021. 

• The Bill replaces the Tribunals Reforms (Rationalisation and Conditions of Service) 
Ordinance, 2021 which was quashed by the Supreme Court. 

Issues Raised by SC: 

• Unconstitutional Legislative Overriding: There was lack of discussion over the bill, and the 
government has re-enacted the very same provisions struck down by the Court in the Madras 
Bar Association case (2021). 

• It amounts to "unconstitutional legislative overriding" of the judgement passed by the SC. 

• Repeated Violation of SC Orders: The Centre is not following the repeated directions issued 
by the Court to ensure the proper functioning of the Tribunals. 

• The provisions in the ordinance regarding conditions of service and tenure of Tribunal 
Members and Chairpersons were struck down by the Supreme Court. 

• Security of Tenure: The Tribunals Reforms Act, 2021 bars appointments to tribunals of 
persons below 50 years of age. It undermines the length/security of tenure. 

• Undermines the Separation of Powers: The bill allows the Central Government to take a 
decision on the recommendations made by the selection Committee, preferably within 
three months from the date of such recommendation. 
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• Section 3(7) of the bill mandates the recommendation of a panel of two names by the 
search-cum selection committee to the Central Government, violating the principles of 
separation of powers and judicial independence. 

• Vacant Positions in Tribunals: India now has 16 tribunals including the National Green 
Tribunal, the Armed Forces Appellate Tribunal, the Debt Recovery Tribunal among others 
which also suffer from crippling vacancies. 

• Existence of large number of vacancies of Members and Chairpersons and the inordinate 
delay caused in filling them up has resulted in weakening of the tribunals. 

• Detrimental to the Decision-making Process: These cases will be transferred to High Courts 
or commercial civil courts immediately. 

• The lack of specialisation in regular courts could be detrimental to the decision-making 
process. 

• For example, the Film Certification Appellate Tribunal (FCAT) exclusively heard decisions 
appealing against decisions of the censor board, which requires expertise in art and cinema. 

• Further, the dissolution of certain tribunals and appellate bodies, and the transfer of their 
functions to High Courts can be criticized on the grounds that Indian courts are already 
overburdened with their existing caseload. 

About the Tribunals Reforms Bill, 2021: 

• Dissolution of Existing Bodies: The Bill seeks to dissolve certain appellate bodies and 
transfer their functions to other existing judicial bodies. For example, the disputes heard 
by the Film Certification Appellate Tribunal will be addressed by the High Court. 

• Merging of Existing Bodies: The Finance Act, 2017 merged tribunals based on domain. For 
example, the Competition Appellate Tribunal has been merged with the National Company 
Law Appellate Tribunal. 

• Search-cum-selection Committees: The Chairperson and Members of the Tribunals will be 
appointed by the central government on the recommendation of a Search-cum-Selection 
Committee. The Committee will consist of: 

• The Chief Justice of India, or a Supreme Court Judge nominated by him, as the Chairperson 
(with casting vote). 

• Two Secretaries nominated by the central governments. 

• The sitting or outgoing Chairperson, or a retired Supreme Court Judge, or a retired Chief 
Justice of a High Court, and 

• The Secretary of the Ministry under which the Tribunal is constituted (with no voting right). 

• State Administrative Tribunals: It will have separate search-cum-selection committees with 
the Chief Justice of the High Court of the concerned state, as the Chairman (with a casting 
vote). 

• Eligibility and Term of Office: The Bill provides for a four-year term of office (subject to 
the upper age limit of 70 years for the Chairperson, and 67 years for members). 

• Further, it specifies a minimum age requirement of 50 years for appointment of a 
chairperson or a member. 

• Removal of Tribunal Members: It states that the central government shall, on the 
recommendation of the Search-cum-Selection Committee, remove from office any 
Chairperson or a Member. 

Tribunals 

• The term ‘Tribunal’ is derived from the word ‘Tribunes’, which means ‘Magistrates of the 
Classical Roman Republic’. 

• Tribunal is a quasi-judicial institution that is set up to deal with problems such as resolving 
administrative or tax-related disputes. 
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• It performs a number of functions like adjudicating disputes, determining rights between 
contesting parties, making an administrative decision, reviewing an existing administrative 
decision and so forth. 

• The objective may be to reduce the caseload of the judiciary or to bring in subject 
expertise for technical matters. 

Constitutional Provisions: 

• Tribunals were not part of the original constitution, it was incorporated in the Indian 
Constitution by 42nd Amendment Act, 1976. 

• Article 323-A: It deals with Administrative Tribunals. 

• Article 323-B: It deals with tribunals for other matters. 

• Article 262: The Indian Constitution provides a role for the Central government in 

adjudicating conflicts surrounding inter-state rivers that arise among the state/regional 

governments 

 

1.6 MEDICAL TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY (MTP) AMENDMENT ACT, 2021 

CONTEXT: 

• The Delhi High Court on Monday permitted a woman to undergo medical termination of her 

22-week pregnancy as the foetus was suffering from serious abnormalities. 

• In India, the Medical Termination of Pregnancy (MTP) Act stipulates a ceiling of 20 weeks, 

for termination of pregnancy, beyond which abortion of a fetus is statutorily impermissible. 

MORE ABOUT THE MEDICAL TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY ACT, 1971 

• This Act provides for the termination of certain pregnancies by registered medical 

practitioners and for matters connected there with or incidental thereto. 

• Forcing a woman to terminate pregnancy is illegal. 

• Abortion is legal when it is done according to the law. 

• Abortion carried on by midwives, nurses or quacks is illegal. 

• It should be done only in Government Hospital or in a hospital authorized by the 

Government. 

• When pregnancies may be terminated by registered medical practitioners. 

• A registered medical practitioner shall not be guilty of any offence if any pregnancy is 

terminated by him in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 

• A pregnancy may be terminated by a registered medical practitioner- 

o Where the length of the pregnancy does not exceed twelve weeks; or 

o Where the length of the pregnancy exceeds twelve weeks but does not exceed 

twenty weeks and is done in good faith; or 

o In case where the continuance of the pregnancy would a risk to the life of the 

pregnant woman or of grave injury whether physical or mental; or 

o Where there is a substantial risk that if the child was born, it would suffer from such 

physical or mental abnormalities as to be seriously handicapped. 

o Where any pregnancy is alleged by the pregnant woman to have been caused by rape 

(the anguish caused by such pregnancy shall be presumed to constitute a grave injury 

to the mental health of the pregnant woman.) 
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o Where any pregnancy occurs as a result of failure of any device or method for the 

purpose of limiting the number of children (the anguish caused by such unwanted 

pregnancy may be presumed to constitute a grave injury to the mental health of the 

pregnant woman). 

• No pregnancy of a woman, who has not attained the age of eighteen years, or, who, having 

attained the age of 18 years, is a lunatic, shall be terminated except for the case in which 

her guardian gives his/her consent in writing. 

KEY PROVISIONS OF THE MTP AMENDMENT ACT, 2021 

• Enhancing the upper gestation limit from 20 to 24 weeks for special categories of women 

which will be defined in the amendments to the MTP Rules and would include survivors of 

rape, victims of incest and other vulnerable women (like differently-abled women, minors) 

etc. 

• Opinion of only one provider will be required up to 20 weeks of gestation and of two 

providers for termination of pregnancy of 20-24 weeks of gestation. 

• Upper gestation limit not to apply in cases of substantial foetal abnormalities diagnosed by 

Medical Board. The composition, functions and other details of Medical Board to be 

prescribed subsequently in Rules under the Act. 

• Name and other particulars of a woman whose pregnancy has been terminated shall not be 

revealed except to a person authorised in any law for the time being in force. 

• The ground of failure of contraceptive has been extended to women and her partner. 

ISSUES THE MEDICAL TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY ACT 

• Unsafe Abortion - It is estimated that 40-60 million abortions take place throughout the 

world and half of them perform unauthorized person mostly in developing countries with 

grave consequences. Illegal abortions are performed much more frequently in India with 

their disastrous results even today In spite of liberalization of the Medical Termination of 

Pregnancy Act. 

• Lack of quality service - Many of the General practitioners or Primary Health Center (PHC) 

doctors are unable to provide services when first approached either because of lack of skill 

to perform the procedure or lack of required physical facilities.  

o Medical Termination of Pregnancy (MTP) is a maternal health care measure, which 

helps to avoid the maternal mortality and morbidity resulting from illegal abortions. 

• MTP on Coercion - Voluntarisms should be the keystone in the management of fertility 

control. Coercion is most unethical. In our society, MTP is not the decision of the woman 

herself rather it is the decision of her husband or family influenced by community. 

• Repeated MTP's - As contraceptive measures are widely and freely available woman often 

undergo repeated MTP's for unwanted pregnancies as a birth control measures. It is 

absolutely unethical. Using contraceptives are much safer than MTP, as it may result in 

morbidity and mortality. 

• Sex Selective Abortion - Sex selective abortion is of grave social concern. 

o It is unethical and illegal too. Social and family pressures are such that inspite of 

legislation pregnant woman does opt for prenatal sex determination for selective 

female feticide. 
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o The results of the 2001 census set alarm bells ringing amongst policy planners and 

leaders alike. Punjab, with a child sex ratio of 793, was forced to acknowledge the 

situation and take corrective steps. 

• Ethical issues leading to legal issues 

o Termination done without proper counseling and consent 

o Among many reasons of failed MTP 'faulty techniques' is one. 

o Morbidity and even mortality following the procedure attributable to negligence and 

improper care given to her in follow-up. 

o Improper diagnosis and MTP. It is unethical to attempt MTP without confirming the 

pregnancy. Often ectopic pregnancy is missed. This might endanger the woman's life 

and consequently invite litigation. 

WAY FORWARD 

• It is commendable that the Central Government has taken such a bold stand while balancing 

the diverse cultures, traditions and schools of thought that our country maintains, however 

the amendment still leaves women with various conditionalities, which in many cases 

become an impediment in access to safe abortion. 

• The government needs to ensure that all norms and standardised protocols in clinical 

practice to facilitate abortions are followed in health care institutions across the country. 

• Along with that, the question of abortion needs to be decided on the basis of human rights, 

the principles of solid science, and in step with advancements in technology. 

Since it has now become an act, one can be assured that the country is on the road to 

advancement, addressing women issues more fiercely than ever. 

1.7 SECOND ANNIVERSARY OF REVOCATION SPECIAL STATUS TO J&K 

CONTEXT 

• On August 5, 2019, Articles 370 and 35(A) were nullified that gave the Jammu and Kashmir 

its special status and the mandate to define its domicile rules. The state was bifurcated 

into two Union territories of Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh. 

MORE ABOUT NEWS 

ARTICLE 370 AND ARTICLE 35A 

• Article 370 of the Constitution of India is described as a “temporary provision” that grants 

the state of Jammu and Kashmir a special autonomous status within the Indian union.  

• As a result of this status, the state of Jammu and Kashmir enacted its own Constitution, 

which was formally adopted by a Constituent Assembly on November 17, 1956, and entered 

into force on January 26, 1957. 

• In July 1952, an agreement was made between the then-prime minister of India, Jawaharlal 

Nehru, and the prime minister of Jammu and Kashmir, Sheikh Abdullah, which called for 

India’s citizenship law to be made applicable to the state and allowed the state to regulate 

the rights and privileges of its own permanent residents.  

• This agreement was codified by the president of India, who issued the Constitution 

(Application to Jammu and Kashmir) Order, 1954 (made pursuant to article 370(1) of the 

Constitution), which added article 35A to the Indian Constitution. 
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ABROGATION OF ARTICLE 370 AND ARTICLE 35A 

• On August 5 2019, Rajya Sabha passed a Statutory Resolution recommending that the 

President of India abrogate most of article 370 pursuant to article 370(3).  

• The next day, on August 6, the president implemented the resolution and revoked Jammu 

and Kashmir’s special status through Presidential Order C.O. 273. 

• During the same period, the Parliament of India also passed the Jammu and Kashmir 

Reorganisation Act, 2019. 

• The government claims that the revocation was carried out for the “economic development 

and growth” of the state. 

CHANGES IN THE PAST TWO YEARS 

• Since October 

2020, the Jammu 

and Kashmir 

leaders have come 

together - along 

with four other 

parties in Kashmir - 

to forge an 

informal alliance 

that aims to work 

for the restoration 

of the region's 

special status. The 

People's Alliance 

for Gupkar 

Declaration (PAGD) 

is an electoral 

alliance between 

the several 

regional political 

parties in Jammu 

and Kashmir 

reportedly aimed 

at restoring special status. 

• Measures were taken by the Central government for transformational development in the 

J&K region: In January 2020, Central government granted a package of Rs 80,000 crore for 

development works in J&K. 

• In October 2020, the Centre paved the way for people from outside Jammu and Kashmir to 

buy land in the Union territory. However, the amendment did not allow transfer of 

agricultural land to non-agriculturists except in few cases. 

• On June 24, 2021, PM Narendra Modi addressed the first-ever all-party meeting with 14 

leaders of eight political parties of the Union Territory, including four chief ministers, 

nearly after two years 
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o The PM said the meeting was convened to remove the distance between Delhi and 

Srinagar.  

o However, no timelines emerged on when the Assembly elections will be held or when 

the statehood will be restored. All parties urged to first finish the ongoing 

delimitation process of the Election Commission to redraw the constituencies. 

• The Delimitation Commission, tasked with redrawing parliamentary and assemblies’ 

constituencies in Jammu and Kashmir, visited Jammu and Kashmir from July 6 to July 9 to 

gather ground-level information related to redrawing of constituencies there. 

• Equal recognition is given to local languages through Jammu and Kashmir Official Languages 

Act, 2020. The act has notified Kashmiri, Dogri, Urdu, Hindi and English as official languages 

of the UT of J&K. 

• Also, with Article 35A getting scrapped, women in J&K can now buy properties and transfer 

them to children even if married to a non-resident. 

• The Centre further claimed that it has ensured 100 per cent coverage of 55 individual 

beneficiary schemes with a special focus on the border areas.  

• The government said that it is also working on connecting Jammu and Srinagar using 

railways by 2022 while the UT will soon get an elevated light rail system and metro rail 

services. A 8.5 km tunnel has already been opened for trial between Qazigund and Banihal 

while work is going on 14.2 km Zoji-la tunnel and 6.5 km long Z-Morh tunnel. 

CONCLUSION 

• Revocation of the special status granted to the state of Jammu & Kashmir under Article 

370 of the Indian Constitution has unfolded an ambitious roadmap of peace and progress 

ushering in a new era of inclusive development and transparent governance in the entire 

region. 

Development of decentralized local bodies and confidence building measures among youth in a 

phased manner can further aid in participatory socio-economic development of the region. 

1.8 REVISED SAMAGRA SHIKSHA SCHEME  

CONTEXT 

• The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs has given its approval for continuation of the 

revised Samagra Shiksha Scheme for a period of five years i.e., from 2021-22 to 2025-26. 

MORE ABOUT NEWS 

BACKGROUND 

• Union Budget, 2018-19 has announced that school education would be treated holistically 

and without segmentation from pre-primary to class XII.  

• It is, in this context, that the Department launched the Integrated Scheme for School 

Education, Samagra Shiksha in 2018 by subsuming the erstwhile Centrally Sponsored 

Schemes of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) and 

Teacher Education (TE).  

• The scheme treats school education as a continuum and is in accordance with Sustainable 

Development Goal for Education (SDG-4).  
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• The scheme not only provides support for the implementation of the RTE Act but has also 

been aligned with the recommendations of NEP 2020 to ensure that all children have access 

to quality education with an equitable and inclusive classroom environment which should 

take care of their diverse background, multilingual needs, different academic abilities and 

make them active participants in the learning process. 

FOLLOWING NEW INTERVENTIONS HAVE BEEN INCORPORATED IN THE REVAMPED SAMAGRA 

SHIKSHA BASED ON THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY 2020: 

• In order to enhance the direct outreach of the scheme, all child centric interventions will 

be provided directly to the students through Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) mode on an IT 

based platform over a period of time. 

• The scheme will have an effective convergence architecture with various Ministries/ 

developmental agencies of the Centre and State Governments. The expansion of vocational 

education will be done in convergence with the Ministry of Skill Development and 

Entrepreneurship and other Ministries providing funding for Skills. The existing 

infrastructure of schools and ITIs and Polytechnics will be used to ensure optimum 

utilization of the facilities, not only for school going children but also for out of school 

children. 

• NIPUN Bharat, a National Mission on Foundational Literacy and Numeracy to ensure that 

every child achieves the desired learning competencies in reading, writing and numeracy 

at the end of grade III and not later than grade V has been launched under the scheme with 

provision of Teaching Learning Materials 

• Holistic, 360-degree, multi-dimensional report showing progress/ uniqueness of each 

learner in the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains will be introduced in the form 

of Holistic Progress Card (HPC). 

• Specific   training   modules   under   NISHTHA by NCERT to train Secondary teachers and 

Primary teachers. 

o NISHTHA is a capacity building programme for “Improving Quality of School 

Education through Integrated Teacher Training”. It aims to build competencies 

among all the teachers and school principals at the elementary stage. 

IN BRIEF NATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY, 2020 

• The new policy replaces the previous National Policy on Education, 1986. 

• NEP 2020 is based on the pillars of – Access, Equity, Quality, Affordability and 

Accountability. 

• The policy is a comprehensive framework for elementary education to higher education as 

well as vocational training in both rural and urban India. The policy aims to transform India's 

education system by 2040. 

PROVISIONS 

• The National Education Policy 2020 has ‘emphasised’ on the use of mother tongue or local 

language as the medium of instruction till Class 5. 
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• The Policy recommends that all students will learn three languages in their school under 

the 'formula'. At least two of the three languages should be native to India. It also states 

that no language will 

be imposed on the 

students. At least two 

of the three 

languages should be 

native to India. It also 

states that no 

language will be 

imposed on the 

students. 

• Focus on 

Foundational Literacy 

and Numeracy: The 

policy accords the 

highest priority to 

achieving 

Foundational Literacy 

and Numeracy by all 

students by Grade 3. 

• The "10 + 2" structure 

will be replaced with 

"5+3+3+4" model 

• NEP 2020 has 

provisions to set up a Gender Inclusion Fund and also Special Education Zones. These will 

specially focus on making education more inclusive. NEP 2020 would improve the education 

infrastructure and opportunities for persons with disabilities.  

• Instead of exams being held every academic year, school students will only attend three 

exams, in classes 2, 5 and 8. 

• Board exams will be continued to be held for classes 10 and 12 but will be re-designed. 

Standards for this will be established by an assessment body, PARAKH (Performance 

Assessment, Review and Analysis of Knowledge for Holistic Development). 

• Coding will be introduced from class 6 and experiential learning will be adopted. 

• It proposes a 4-year multi-disciplinary bachelor's degree in an undergraduate programme 

with multiple exit options. These will include professional and vocational areas and will be 

implemented as follows 

o A certificate after completing 1 year of study 

o A diploma after completing 2 years of study 

o A Bachelor's degree after completion of a 3-year programme 

o A 4-year multidisciplinary Bachelor's degree (the preferred option) 

• MPhil (Masters of Philosophy) courses are to be discontinued to align degree education with 

how it is in Western models. 
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• The National Testing Agency will now be given the additional responsibility of conducting 

entrance examinations for admissions to universities across the country, in addition to the 

JEE Main and NEET. 

• The policy proposes that higher education institutes like the IITs make changes with regard 

to the diversity of learning. 
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1.9 MAJOR ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS 

CONTEXT 

• Recently, the Union Government gave the information on Major Administrative Reforms 

which were introduced in recent years and emphasised the importance of these reforms in 

making governance more accessible. 

MORE ABOUT NEWS 

• Mission Karmayogi - National Programme for Civil Services Capacity Building (NPCSCB), a 

new national architecture for civil services capacity building has been launched.  It is a 

comprehensive reform of the capacity building apparatus at individual, institutional and 

process levels for efficient public service delivery; 

• e-Samiksha - A real time online system for monitoring and follow up action on the decisions 

taken by the Government at the Apex level in respect of implementation of important 

Government programmes / projects; 

• Discontinuation of interview in recruitment of junior level posts- From January, 2016, 

interview has been dispensed with for recruitment to all Group ‘C’, Group ‘B’ (Non-

Gazetted posts) and other equivalent posts in all Government of India Ministries/ 

Departments/ Attached Offices/ Subordinate Offices/ Autonomous Bodies/ Public Sector 

Undertakings to curb malpractices and for bringing objectivity to the selection process; 

• Appointment at senior position s- multi-source feedback for empanelment for the posts of 

Joint Secretary and above has been introduced; 

• Citizen Charters - Government has mandated Citizen Charters for all 

Ministries/Departments which are updated and reviewed on a regular basis.  The Citizen 

Charters of Central Government Departments are available at the respective web-sites of 

Ministries/Departments and https://goicharters.nic.in/public/website/home; 

• Intensive review for weeding out inefficient and Officers of doubtful integrity by premature 

retirement; 

• Good Governance Index 2019 - was launched, which assesses the Status of Governance 

and impact of various interventions taken up by the State Government and Union Territories 

(UTs). The objectives of GGI are to provide quantifiable data to compare the state of 

governance in all States and UTs, enable States and UTs to formulate and implement 

suitable strategies for improving governance and shift to result oriented approaches and 

administration; 

• Comprehensive restructuring of the Scheme for ‘Prime Minister’s Awards for Excellence in 

Public Administration’ in 2014 and thereafter in 2020; 

• To promote e-Governance in a holistic manner, various policy initiatives and projects have 

been undertaken to develop core and support infrastructure; 

• National Conference on e-Governance - provides a platform for government to engage 

with experts, intellectuals from industry and academic institutions to exchange 

experiences relating to e-Governance initiatives; 

• National e-Governance Service Delivery Assessment - aims at assessing the States, UTs and 

Central Ministries on the efficiency of e-Governance service delivery; 

• Centralized Public Grievance Redress and Monitoring System (CPGRAMS) -The 

Government is undertaking CPGRAMS reforms in the top grievance receiving Ministries/ 
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Departments by enabling questionnaire guided registration process and providing for 

automatic forwarding of grievances to field level functionaries thereby reducing the redress 

time; 

• Increasing efficiency in decision making in Central Secretariat by reducing the channel of 

submission to 4, adoption of e-Office version 7.0, digitization of central registration units, 

greater delegation of virtual private networks under the Central Secretariat Manual of 

Office Procedure 2019, and adoption of desk officer system. 

 

1.10 CRIMINALISATION OF POLITICS 

CONTEXT 

• The Supreme Court in the two different judgements has raised concerns about the menace 

of criminalisation in politics. 

• In one case, it found nine political parties guilty of contempt for not following in letter and 

spirit its February 13, 2020 direction. 

• In another case, it has issued directions that no criminal case against MPs or MLAs can be 

withdrawn without an approval of the high court of the concerned state. 

MORE ABOUT NEWS  

Case I 

• The order required political parties to publish details of criminal cases against its 

candidates on their websites, a local vernacular newspaper, national newspaper and social 

media accounts. 

• This is to be done within 48 hours of candidate selection or not less than two weeks before 

the first date for filing of nominations, whichever is earlier. 

Case II 

• The Supreme Court had ordered setting-up of Special Courts in each state to try the pending 

cases. 

BASICS OF CRIMINALISATION OF POLITICS 

• The criminalisation of politics means the participation of criminals in politics which 

includes that criminal can contest in the elections and get elected as members of the 

Parliament and the State legislature. It takes place primarily due to the nexus between 

politicians and criminals. 

• Our election system is in a dire need of systematic and strategic improvements. The 

criminalisation of our political system has unanimously been observed by almost all recent 

committees on politics and electoral reform. 

REASONS OF THIS CRIMINALIZATION 

• Emergence of vote bank politics 

o One of the major reasons of why the political parties bring in such candidates on the 

election field lies in the services that these rowdies offer to them.  
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o The ambit of the services provided by such people is vast and includes the help 

rendered by them in carrying on unlawful activities during strikes, bandhs, rallies, 

etc. 

o  And when such criminals attain the designation of political leaders, they attempt 

to accomplish their targets and ambitions on the stake of rules and regulations that 

should govern them but unfortunately it doesn’t 

• Corruption 

o Corruption is a two-tier process, first, the institutions get corrupt and then the 

corruption is institutionalized. Thus, corruption and institutions become 

complementary to each other making the whole superstructure of institutions 

hollow. The corruption in the governance of our country has now been 

institutionalized as can be easily observed through the various scams that are 

running across the country. 

• Loopholes in the functioning of Election Commission 

o There has been a gap between the working of Election Commission and the 

electorates from many years and thus the common man barely comes to know about 

the rules drawn by the commission. 

o Also, the Commission has the authority only to de-recognise but not de-register a 

party, which further interrupts in the functioning of the Election Commission. 

• Denial of Justice and Rule of Law 

o The political parties, electors and the whole machinery of law and order of the 

country are equally responsible for bringing in such a situation.  

o There is very little belief in the country regarding the efficacy of the democratic 

procedure to actually deliver good governance, which extends to swallowing in of 

the fact of criminalization of politics.  

o The laws made against convicted criminals who contest elections are weak and 

toothless in nature which further leads to the encouragement of such practices. 

• Legal Threads  

o The legal efforts towards curbing this huge menace have been minimal. Committees 

after committees are set up, hundreds of crores are spent but ultimately nothing 

comes out of it. 

Suggested measure to curb criminalisation of politics 

• The Political parties should themselves refuse tickets to the tainted candidates. 

• There should be an amendment in the RP Act to debar the persons from contesting elections 

against whom crimes of heinous nature are pending. 

• Fast-track courts should deal with the cases of politicians with criminal records. Fast-track 

courts are necessary because the politicians have the power to keep on delaying the judicial 

proceedings and serve for decades before any prosecution takes place. If there is a speedy 

trial of politicians who have criminal records, they might not be able to contest elections. 

• Intra-party democracy and accountability should be promoted by the Constitution. 

• Persons who have been punished with a jail term of more than 7 years should not be given 

a right to contest elections before the High Court grants permission. 

• Awareness should be created about NOTA (none of the above) and such other options to 

prevent the criminals from winning elections. 
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Other suggested measures 

• Greater transparency should be brought in campaign financing that will make it less 

desirable for the political parties to comprise the candidates pertaining to criminal 

background. 

• The penalty should be inflicted on the political parties who give tickets to the criminals to 

contest in elections. 

• The appointment of Election Commissioners should be in a fair and transparent manner. 

• The Election Commission of India (ECI) should be given the power of auditing the financial 

accounts of the political parties or the finance of the political parties must be brought to 

the Right to Information (RTI) law. 

• Broader governance should be improved for voters in order to make them aware if there is 

any criminal background of the candidate.  

• To modify the existing laws legal changes should be made and to prevent the criminals 

from contesting in elections. The criminals should be blacklisted and disciplinary actions 

must be taken against them. 

• Adequate measures must be taken by the Election Commission in order to break the link 

between the criminals and politicians. 

Conclusion 

• The criminalisation of politics and corruption hits the roots of democracy. There should be 

wide publicity of the candidates with criminal records, who are contesting in an election 

and the political parties that give them support. The publication must be such that it is 

easily available to the voters, that is not on the party’s official website as each and every 

voter won’t check the profile of each candidate and some might not even have access to 

or knowledge about this electronic means. This is important in order to curb criminalisation 

of politics. 

 

1.11 SAANSAD ADARSH GRAM YOJANA (SAGY) 

CONTEXT 

• The Union Minister of State for Rural Development has informed in Rajya Sabha about the 

various steps taken by the government for implementation of the Saansad Adarsh Gram 

Yojana (SAGY). 

MORE ABOUT NEWS  

SAANSAD ADARSH GRAM YOJANA  

• Sansad Adarsh Gram Yojana (SAGY) is a village development project launched by 

Government of India in October 2014, under which each Member of Parliament will take 

the responsibility of developing physical and institutional infrastructure in three villages 

by 2019. Thereafter, five such Adarsh Grams (one per year) will be selected and developed 

by 2024. 

THE OBJECTIVES OF SAGY  

• To trigger processes which lead to holistic development of the identified Gram Panchayats 

• To substantially improve the standard of living and quality of life of all sections of the 

population through 
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o Improved basic amenities 

o Higher productivity 

o Enhanced human development 

o Better livelihood opportunities 

o Reduced disparities 

o Access to rights and entitlements 

o Wider social mobilization 

o Enriched social capital 

• To generate 

models of local 

level development 

and effective local 

governance which 

can motivate and 

inspire 

neighbouring 

Gram Panchayats 

to learn and adapt 

• To nurture the 

identified Adarsh 

Grams as schools 

of local 

development to 

train other Gram 

Panchayats. 

APPROACH 

• In order to achieve these objectives, SAGY would be guided by the following approach: 

o Leveraging the leadership, capacity, commitment and energy of the Members of 

Parliament (MP) to develop model Gram Panchayats 

o Engaging with and mobilizing the community for participatory local level 

development. 

o Converging different government programmes and private and voluntary initiatives 

to achieve comprehensive development in tune with people’s aspirations and local 

potential. 

o Building partnerships with voluntary organisations, co-operatives and academic and 

research institutions. 
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o Focusing on outcomes and sustainability. 

IDENTIFICATION OF ADARSH GRAM 

• A Gram Panchayat would be the basic unit. It will have a population of 3000-5000 in plain 

areas and 1000-3000 in hilly, tribal and difficult areas. In districts where this unit size is 

not available, Gram Panchayats approximating the desirable population size may be 

chosen. 

• The MP would be free to identify a suitable Gram Panchayat for being developed as Adarsh 

Gram, other than his/her own village or that of his/her spouse. 

• The MP will identify one Gram Panchayat to be taken up immediately, and two others to 

be taken up a little later.  

• Lok Sabha MP has to choose a Gram Panchayat from within his/her constituency and Rajya 

Sabha MP a Gram Panchayat from the rural area of a district of his/her choice in the State 

from which he/she is elected.  

• Nominated MPs may choose a Gram Panchayat from the rural area of any district in the 

country. In the case of urban constituencies, (where there are no Gram Panchayats), the 

MP will identify a Gram Panchayat from a nearby rural constituency. 

ISSUES 

• Low Selection of Panchayats - So far, only 2,111-gram panchayats have so far been 

identified under this programme and of that, 1,618 have prepared their development plans. 

o A total of 79,316 activities have been planned for these villages, of which 49,756 

have been completed. 

• Lack of Interest and Funds - In many SAGY villages, the MPs did not give any significant 

funds from MPLADS. 

• Lack of Political Will - The concept of SAGY has not percolated down to field officials due 

to lack of accountability and political will. 
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• Issues with Declaration - Even villages declared as Adarsh Grams in some districts were 

found yet to be Open Defecation Free. 

• Limited Impact - In some cases, where MPs have been proactive, some infrastructure 

development has taken place, but the scheme has not made any perceptible impact. 

• Low Convergence of MGNREGA with MPLAD - Lesser convergence of Mahatma Gandhi 

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) with MPLAD was observed in few 

villages. 

WAY FORWARD 

• The vision behind the evolution of SAGY villages was to create model villages by ensuring 

convergence and dovetailing of schemes and its proper implementation on priority basis. 

However, the seriousness required to achieve the motto is lacking. There is a need for MPs 

to be more responsible towards the scheme. 

• SAGY gives focus to community participation and social mobilization of the village 

community can trigger a chain of other development activities in the village. 
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2. ECONOMY 

 

2.1 RBI: PURCHASING OF GOVERNMENT SCURITIES (G-SAP) 

CONTEXT: 

• Recently, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has announced that it will conduct an open market 
purchase of government securities of Rs 25,000 crore under the G-sec Acquisition 
Programme (G-SAP 2.0). 

• Earlier, under G-SAP 1.0, the first purchase of government securities for an aggregate 
amount of Rs. 25,000 crore was made. 

Government Securities Acquisition Programme (G-SAP): 

• About: The G-Sec Acquisition Programme (G-SAP) is basically an unconditional and a 
structured Open Market Operation (OMO), of a much larger scale and size. 

• RBI has called the G-SAP as an OMO with a ‘distinct character’. 

• The word ‘unconditional’ here connotes that RBI has committed upfront that it will buy G-
Secs irrespective of the market sentiment. 

• Objective: To achieve a stable and orderly evolution of the yield curve along with 
management of liquidity in the economy. 

Significance:  

• The government will mainly benefit from the G-SAP. 

• By purchasing G-secs, the RBI infuses money supply into the economy which inturn keeps 
the yield down and lower the borrowing cost of the Government. 

• The government of India, with its massive borrowing programme (for example, National 
infrastructure pipeline project), can now breathe a sigh of relief as long-term borrowing 
costs come down. 

Issues:  

• Critics of the G-SAP say that the rupee might get adversely affected. 

• They are of the view that the G-SAP announcement has already led to depreciation of the 
rupee (a fall in the value of currency). 

• So, critics are pointing to the fact that there is a trade-off between a tumbling rupee and 
lower borrowing costs/low yields. 

• Further, too much liquidity will drive up inflation. 

Open Market Operations: 

• Open Market Operations (OMO) is one of the quantitative (to regulate or control the total 
volume of money) monetary policy tools which is employed by the central bank of a country 
to control the money supply in the economy. 

• OMOs are conducted by the RBI by way of sale or purchase of government securities (g-
secs) to adjust money supply conditions. 

• The central bank sells g-secs to remove liquidity from the system and buys back g-secs to 
infuse liquidity into the system. 
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• These operations are often conducted on a day-to-day basis in a manner that balances 
inflation while helping banks continue to lend. 

• RBI carries out the OMO through commercial banks and does not directly deal with the 
public. 

• The RBI uses OMO along with other monetary policy tools such as repo rate, cash reserve 
ratio and statutory liquidity ratio to adjust the quantum and price of money in the system. 

Government Securities: 

• A G-Sec is a tradable instrument issued by the Central Government or the State 
Governments. 

• It acknowledges the Government’s debt obligation. Such securities are short term (usually 
called treasury bills, with original maturities of less than one year- presently issued in three 
tenors, namely, 91day, 182 day and 364 day) or long term (usually called Government bonds 
or dated securities with original maturity of one year or more). 

• In India, the Central Government issues both treasury bills and bonds or dated securities 
while the State Governments issue only bonds or dated securities, which are called the 
State Development Loans (SDLs). 

• G-Secs carry practically no risk of default and, hence, are called risk-free gilt-edged 
instruments. 

• Gilt-edged securities are high-grade investment bonds offered by governments and large 
corporations as a means of borrowing funds. 

Yield Curve 

• Bond yield is the return an investor realizes on a bond. 

• The mathematical formula for calculating yield is the annual coupon rate (interest rate 
promised by the bond issuer) divided by the current market price of the bond. 

• Movements in yields depend on trends in interest rates, it can result in capital gains or 
losses for investors. 

• A rise in bond yields in the market will bring the price of the bond down. 

• A drop in bond yield would benefit the investor as the price of the bond will rise, generating 
capital gains. 

• A yield curve is a line that plots yields (interest rates) of bonds having equal credit quality 
but differing maturity dates. 

• The slope of the yield curve gives an idea of future interest rate changes and economic 
activity. 

 

 

2.2 UBHARTE SITAARE 

Why in News 

• Recently, the Ministry of Finance has launched ‘Ubharte Sitaare’ Alternative Investment 
Fund to facilitate debt and equity funding to export-oriented MSMEs (Micro Small and 
medium Enterprises). 

• The fund is expected to identify Indian enterprises with potential advantages, but which 
are currently underperforming or unable to tap their latent potential to grow. 
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Alternative Investment Fund 

• Anything alternative to traditional forms of investments gets categorized as alternative 
investments. 

• In India, AIFs are defined in Regulation 2(1)(b) of Securities and Exchange Board of India 
(Alternative Investment Funds) Regulations, 2012. 

• It refers to any privately pooled investment fund, (whether from Indian or foreign sources), 
in the form of a trust or a company or a body corporate or a Limited Liability Partnership 
(LLP), which are not presently covered by any Regulation of SEBI governing fund 
management nor coming under the direct regulation of any other sectoral regulators in 
India. 

• Thus, the definition of AIFs includes venture Capital Fund, hedge funds, private equity 
funds, commodity funds, Debt Funds, infrastructure funds, etc. 

About: 

• Under the scheme, an identified company is supported even if it is currently 
underperforming or may be unable to tap its latent potential to grow. 

• The scheme diagnoses such challenges and provides support through a mix of structured 
support covering equity, debt and technical assistance. It will also have a Greenshoe Option 
of Rs 250 crore. 

• A greenshoe option is an over-allotment option, which is a term that is commonly used to 
describe a special arrangement in a share offering for example an IPO (Initial Public 
Offering) that will enable the investment bank to support the share price after the offering 
without putting their own capital at risk. 

• The fund has been set up jointly by Exim Bank and SIDBI (Small Industries Development 
Bank of India) which will invest in the fund by way of equity and equity-like products in 
export-oriented units, in both manufacturing and services sectors. 

Criteria for Selecting Companies: 

Unique value: 

• Companies will be selected for support based on their unique value proposition in 
technology, products or processes that match global requirements; 

Financial Strength: 

• Fundamentally strong companies with acceptable financials, and outward orientation; 
small and mid-sized companies with ability to penetrate global markets, with an annual 
turnover of up to approx. Rs 500 crore. 

Business Model: 

• Companies with a good business model, strong management capabilities, and focus on 
product quality. 

Support: 

• Eligible companies can be supported by both financial and advisory services by way of 
equity/equity-like instruments, term loans for modernisation, technology or capacity 
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upgradation; and technical assistance for product adaptation, market development 
activities and viability studies. 

Objectives: 

• To enhance India’s competitiveness in select sectors through finance and extensive 
handholding support. 

• Identify and nurture companies having differentiated technology, products or processes, 
and enhance their export business; assist units with export potential, which are unable to 
scale up their operations for want of finance. 

• Identify and mitigate challenges faced by successful companies which hinder their exports. 

• Assist existing exporters in widening their basket of products and target new markets 
through a strategic and structured export market development initiative. 

Other Initiatives to Promote MSME Sector 

1. Prime Minister’s Employment Generation programme (PMEGP): 

• It is a credit linked subsidy scheme, for setting up of new micro-enterprises and to 
generate employment opportunities in rural as well as urban areas of the country. 

2. Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI): 

• It aims to properly organize the artisans and the traditional industries into clusters 
and thus provide financial assistance to make them competitive in today's market 
scenario. 

3. A Scheme for Promoting Innovation, Rural Industry & Entrepreneurship (ASPIRE): 

• The scheme promotes innovation & rural entrepreneurship through rural Livelihood 
Business Incubator (LBI), Technology Business Incubator (TBI) and Fund of Funds for 
start-up creation in the agro-based industry. 

4. Interest Subvention Scheme for Incremental Credit to MSMEs: 

• It was introduced by the Reserve Bank of India wherein relief is provided upto 2% of 
interest to all the legal MSMEs on their outstanding fresh/incremental term 
loan/working capital during the period of its validity. 

5. Credit Guarantee Scheme for Micro and Small Enterprises: 

• Launched to facilitate easy flow of credit, guarantee cover is provided for collateral 
free credit extended to MSMEs. 

6. Micro and Small Enterprises Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP): 

• It aims to enhance the productivity and competitiveness as well as capacity building 
of MSEs. 

7. Credit Linked Capital Subsidy and Technology Upgradation Scheme (CLCS-TUS): 

• CLCSS aims at facilitating technology upgradation of Micro and Small Enterprises 
(MSEs) by providing 15% capital subsidy for purchase of plant & machinery. 

8. CHAMPIONS portal: 

• It aims to assist Indian MSMEs march into the big league as National and Global 
CHAMPIONS by solving their grievances and encouraging, supporting, helping and hand 
holding them. 
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2.3 RBI COMMITTEE ON URBAN COOPERATIVE BANKS 

Why in News 

• Recently, a Reserve Bank of India (RBI)-appointed committee has suggested a four-tier 
structure for the Urban Cooperative Banks (UCBs). 

• In June 2020, the Central government approved an Ordinance to bring all urban and 
multi-state co-operative banks under the direct supervision of the RBI. 

• In January 2020, the RBI revised the Supervisory Action Framework (SAF) for UCBs. 

Categorisation of UCBs: 

• Based on the cooperativeness’ of the banks, availability of capital and other factors, UCBs 
may be categorised into four tiers for regulatory purposes: 

• Tier 1 with all unit UCBs and salary earner’s UCBs (irrespective of deposit size) and all other 
UCBs having deposits up to Rs 100 crore. 

• Tier 2 with UCBs of deposits between Rs 100 crore and Rs 1,000 crore. 

• Tier 3 with UCBs of deposits between Rs 1,000 crore and Rs 10,000 crore. 

• Tier 4 with UCBs of deposits more than Rs 10,000 crore. 

• The minimum Capital to Risk-Weighted Assets Ratio (CRAR) for them could vary from 9% to 
15% and for Tier-4 UCBs the Basel III prescribed norms. 

Umbrella Organisation: 

• The committee has proposed setting up an Umbrella Organisation (UO) to oversee co-
operative banks and suggested that they should be allowed to open more branches if they 
meet all regulatory requirements. 

• The UO should be financially strong and be well governed by a professional board and senior 
management, both of which are fit and proper. 

Reconstruction: 

• Under the Banking Regulation (BR) Act, 1949 the RBI can prepare a scheme of compulsory 
amalgamation or reconstruction of UCBs, like banking companies. 

Supervisory Action Framework: 

• SAF should follow a twin-indicator approach – it should consider only asset quality and 
capital measured through Net Non-Performing Assets and CRAR – instead of triple indicators 
at present. 

• The objective of the SAF should be to find a time-bound remedy to the financial stress of 
a bank. 

• If a UCB remains under more stringent stages of SAF for a prolonged period, it may have an 
adverse effect on its operations and may further erode its financial position. 

Need of Reform: 

Restrictive Policies: 

• Owing to lack of the desired level of regulatory comfort on account of the structural issues 
including 'capital' and the gaps in the statutory framework, the regulatory policies for co-
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operative banks have been restrictive with regard to their business operations, which, to 
some extent, has been one of the reasons affecting their growth. 

• With the enactment of the Banking Regulation (Amendment) Act, 2020, the statutory gaps 
have been addressed to a very large extent. 

Financial Inclusion: 

• Given the importance of the sector in furthering financial inclusion and considering the 
large number of its customer base, it is imperative that the strategies adopted for the 
regulation of the sector are comprehensively reviewed so as to enhance its resilience and 
provide an enabling environment for its sustainable and stable growth in the medium term. 

Co-operative Banks: 

• Co-operative Banks, which are distinct from commercial banks, were born out of the 
concept of co-operative credit societies where members from a community group together 
to extend loans to each other, at favourable terms. 

• Co-operative Banks are broadly classified into Urban and Rural co-operative banks based 
on their region of operation. 

• They are registered under the Co-operative Societies Act of the State concerned or under 
the Multi-State Co-operative Societies Act, 2002. 

• The Co-operative banks are governed by the 

• Banking Regulations Act, 1949. 

• Banking Laws (Co-operative Societies) Act, 1955. 

Features of Co-operative Banks: 

• Customer Owned Entities: Co-operative bank members are both customer and owner of the 
bank. 

• Democratic Member Control: These banks are owned and controlled by the members, who 
democratically elect a board of directors. Members usually have equal voting rights, 
according to the cooperative principle of “one person, one vote”. 

• Profit Allocation: A significant part of the yearly profit, benefits or surplus is usually 
allocated to constitute reserves and a part of this profit can also be distributed to the co-
operative members, with legal and statutory limitations. 

• Financial Inclusion: They have played a significant role in the financial inclusion of 
unbanked rural masses. They provide cheap credit to masses in rural areas. 

Basel III Norms: 

• Basel III is an internationally agreed set of measures developed by the Basel Committee on 
Bank Supervision in response to the financial crisis of 2007-09. The measures aim to 
strengthen the regulation, supervision and risk management of banks. 

• BCBS members are committed to implementing and applying standards in their jurisdictions 
within the time frame established by the Committee. 

• Three Pillars: Basel 3 measures are based on three pillars: 

• Pillar 1: Improve the banking sector's ability to absorb ups and downs arising from financial 
and economic instability 

• Pillar 2: Improve risk management ability and governance of banking sector 

• Pillar 3: Strengthen banks' transparency and disclosures 
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2.4 NATIONAL MONETISATION PIPELINE 

WHY IN NEWS? 

• Recently, the government of India has launched the National Monetisation Pipeline (NMP). 
The NMP estimates aggregate monetisation potential of Rs 6 lakh crores through core assets 
of the Central Government, over a four-year period, from FY 2022 to FY 2025. 

• The plan is in line with Prime Minister's strategic divestment policy, under which the 
government will retain presence in only a few identified areas with the rest tapping the 
private sector. 

About the NMP: 

• It aims to unlock value in brownfield projects by engaging the private sector, transferring 
to them revenue rights and not ownership in the projects, and using the funds generated 
for infrastructure creation across the country. 

• The NMP has been announced to provide a clear framework for monetisation and give 
potential investors a ready list of assets to generate investment interest. 

• Union Budget 2021-22 has identified monetisation of operating public infrastructure assets 
as a key means for sustainable infrastructure financing. 

• Currently, only assets of central government line ministries and Central Public Sector 
Enterprises (CPSEs) in infrastructure sectors have been included. 

• The government has stressed that these are brownfield assets, which have been “de-risked” 
from execution risks, and therefore should encourage private investment. 

• Roads, railways and power sector assets will comprise over 66% of the total estimated value 
of the assets to be monetised, with the remaining upcoming sectors including telecom, 
mining, aviation, ports, natural gas and petroleum product pipelines, warehouses and 
stadiums. 

• In terms of annual phasing by value, 15% of assets with an indicative value of Rs 0.88 lakh 
crore are envisaged for rollout in the current financial year. 

• The NMP will run co-terminus with the Rs 100 lakh crore National Infrastructure Pipeline 
(NIP) announced in December 2019. 

• The estimated amount to be raised through monetisation is around 14% of the proposed 
outlay for the Centre of Rs 43 lakh crore under NIP. 

• NIP will enable a forward outlook on infrastructure projects which will create jobs, improve 
ease of living, and provide equitable access to infrastructure for all, thereby making growth 
more inclusive. NIP includes economic and social infrastructure projects. 

• Other Initiatives for Infrastructure Development include Scheme of Financial Assistance to 
States for Capital Expenditure, Industrial corridors, etc. 

Monetisation 

• In a monetisation transaction, the government is basically transferring revenue rights to 
private parties for a specified transaction period in return for upfront money, a revenue 
share, and commitment of investments in the assets. 

• Real Estate Investment Trusts (Reits) and Infrastructure Investment Trusts (Invits), for 
instance, are the key structures used to monetise assets in the roads and power sectors. 

• These are also listed on stock exchanges, providing investors liquidity through secondary 
markets as well. 
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While these are a structured financing vehicle, other monetisation models on PPP (Public Private 
Partnership) basis include: 

• Operate Maintain Transfer (OMT), 

• Toll Operate Transfer (TOT), and 

• Operations, Maintenance & Development (OMD). 

• Greenfield vs Brownfield Investment 

Greenfield Project: 

• It refers to investment in a manufacturing, office, or other physical company-related 
structure or group of structures in an area where no previous facilities exist. 

Brownfield investment: 

• The projects which are modified or upgraded are called brownfield projects. 

• The term is used for purchasing or leasing existing production facilities to launch a new 
production activity. 

Associated Challenges: 

• Lack of identifiable revenue streams in various assets. 

• The slow pace of privatisation in government companies including Air India and BPCL. 

• Further, less-than-encouraging bids in the recently launched PPP initiative in trains 
indicate that attracting private investors' interest is not that easy. 

Asset-specific Challenges: 

• Low Level of capacity utilisation in gas and petroleum pipeline networks. 

• Regulated tariffs in power sector assets. 

• Low interest among investors in national highways below four lanes. 

• Konkan Railway, for instance, has multiple stakeholders, including state governments, 
which own stake in the entity. 

Critical Elements of National Monetisation Pipeline 

Highlights of the NITI Aayog Recommendations: 

• Bringing InvITs Under Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC): While InvITs structures have 
been used in India since 2014, such Trusts are not considered a 'legal person'. 

• Therefore, the IBC regulations are not applicable for InvIT loans. The lenders do not have 
an existing process for recourse to project assets. 

• However, lenders are protected under the Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial 
Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act, 2002 (SARFAESI Act) and the Recovery of 
Debts and Bankruptcy Act, 1993 

• Thus, extending IBC provisions to InvITs would help lenders access a faster and more 
effective debt restructuring and resolution option. 

• Tax Breaks: Tax-efficient and user-friendly mechanisms like allowing tax benefits in InvITs 
as eligible security to invest under Section 54EC of the Income-Tax Act, 1961, would attract 
retail investors (individual/non-professional investors). 
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• Though this will entail a cost in the form of loss of revenue for the exchequer, the long-
term benefits may outweigh the cost as linking investments in specified bonds with the 
capital gains exemption had proved to be a success in the past. 

• Section 54EC of the Income-Tax Act, 1961, allows taxpayers to offset long-term capital 
gains from transactions in immovable properties through investments in bonds issued by 
some government-backed infrastructure firms. 

• This applies to bonds issued by the National Highway Authority of India, Rural Electrification 
Corporation, Power Finance Corporation and the Indian Railway Finance Corporation. 

About Infrastructure Investment Trusts: 

• They are instruments that work like mutual funds. 

• They are designed to pool small sums of money from a number of investors to invest in 
assets that give cash flow over a period of time. Part of this cash flow would be distributed 
as a dividend back to investors. 

• The minimum investment amount in an InvIT Initial Public Offering (IPO) is 

• Rs 1 lakh, therefore, InvITs are suitable for high networth individuals, institutional and non-
institutional investors. 

• InvITs are listed on exchanges just like stocks — through IPOs. 

• InvITs are regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) (Infrastructure 
Investment Trusts) Regulations, 2014. 

• InvITs are structured so as to give investors an opportunity to invest in infrastructure assets 
with predictable cash flows, while the asset owners can raise upfront resources against 
future revenue cash flows from those assets, which in turn can be deployed in new assets 
or used to repay debt. 

About Real estate Investment Trust: 

• ReITs are similar to InvITs, with a difference that these securities are linked to real estate. 

• The structure of ReITs is similar to that of a mutual fund. However, unlike mutual funds, 
where the underlying asset is bonds, stocks and gold, ReITs invest in physical real estate. 

• The money collected is deployed in income-generating real estate. 

• This income gets distributed among the unit holders. 

• Besides regular income from rents and leases, gains from capital appreciation of real estate 
also form an income for the unit holders. 

• The minimum subscription limit for ReITs is Rs 50,000. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Way Forward 

• Execution is the Key. 

• Multi-Stakeholder Approach. 

• In this context, the Fifteenth Finance 
Commission has recommended the 
setting up of a High-Powered 
Intergovernmental Group to re-examine 
the fiscal responsibility legislation of 
the Centre and States. 
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2.5 NMEO-OP 

WHY IN NEWS? 

• Recently, the Prime Minister announced a National Mission on Edible Oil-Oil Palm (NMEO-
OP), with an investment of over Rs 11,000 crore over a five-year period. 

• However, some environmentalists have raised concerns over the disastrous impact of palm 
oil plantations. 

About: 

• NMEO-OP is a new Centrally Sponsored Scheme. It is proposed to have an additional 6.5 
lakh hectares for palm oil by 2025-26. 

• It will involve raising the area under oil palm cultivation to 10 lakh hectares by 2025-26 
and 16.7 lakh hectares by 2029-30. 

• Oil palm farmers will be provided financial assistance and will get remuneration under a 
price and viability formula. 

• The Viability Formula is a Minimum Support Price-type mechanism and the government will 
fix this at 14.3% of Crude Palm Oil (CPO) price. 

• It will eventually go up to 15.3%. 

• Another focus area of the scheme is to substantially increase the support of 
inputs/interventions. 

• Special assistance will be given to replant old gardens for their rejuvenation. 

Special Focus: 

• The special emphasis of the scheme will be in India’s North-Eastern (NE) states and the 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands due to the conducive weather conditions in the regions. 

• To attract industry to the NE and Andaman regions, a provision of Rs 5 crore of 5 mt/hr 
(million tonne per hectare) with pro-rata increase for higher capacity will be given. 

Objective: 

• To harness domestic edible oil prices that are dictated by expensive palm oil imports and 
become self-reliant in edible oil. 

• To raise the domestic production of palm oil by three times to 11 lakh MT by 2025-26. 

Significance of the Scheme: 

Raise Farmers Income: 

• It is expected to incentivise production of palm oil to reduce dependence on imports and 
help farmers cash in on the huge market. 

Rise in Yields & Reduction in Imports: 

• India is the largest consumer of vegetable oil in the world. Of this, palm oil imports are 
almost 55% of its total vegetable oil imports. 

• It imports the rest, buying palm oil from Indonesia and Malaysia, soyoil from Brazil and 
Argentina, and sunflower oil, mainly from Russia and Ukraine. 
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• In India, 94.1% of its palm oil is used in food products, especially for cooking purposes. This 
makes palm oil extremely critical to India’s edible oils economy. 

Concerns: 

Impact on Tribal Lands: 

• The oil palm is a water-guzzling, monoculture crop with a long gestation period unsuitable 
for small farmers and the land productivity for palm oil is higher than for oilseeds, which 
create apprehension for more land to be given for oil palm cultivation. 

• In southeast Asia, the plantation of palm oil trees has replaced massive tracts of 
rainforests. 

• It could also detach tribespeople from their identity linked with the community ownership 
of land and “wreak havoc on the social fabric”. 

Threat to Wildlife: 

• Focus areas are “biodiversity hotspots and ecologically fragile” and oil palm plantations 
would denude forest cover and destroy the habitat of endangered wildlife. 

Palm is Invasive: 

• The palm is an invasive species that is not a natural forest product of northeastern India 
and its impact on the biodiversity as well as on soil conditions has to be analysed even if it 
is grown in non-forest areas. 

• Invasive species are non-native species that spread and interfere in a new ecosystem by 
posing a serious threat to the native biodiversity. They don't allow local species to grow 
and wildlife to move through. 

Health Concern: 

• Oil palm requires 300 litres of water per tree per day, as well as high Pesticide use in areas 
where it is not a native crop, leading to consumer health concerns as well. 

• Farmers not Getting Fair Price: 

• The most critical issue in the cultivation of oil palm has been the inability of farmers to 
realise a remunerative price of fresh fruit bunches (FFBs). 

• FFBs (Fresh Fruit Bunches) of oil palm are highly perishable and need to be processed within 
twenty-four hours of harvest. 

Way Forward 

• If similar subsidies and support are extended to oilseeds which are indigenous to India and 
suited for dryland agriculture, they can help achieve self-reliance without dependence on 
oil palm. 

• A solution would be to grow oil palm on agricultural land if farmers are willing to do it and 
the government incentivises it. 

• Lastly, the success of mission oil palm will also depend on import duty on crude palm oil. 

• In 2012, It was recommended that whenever the import price of crude palm oil falls below 
USD 800 per tonne, the import duty needs to be raised. 

• The transformation this crop has brought about in the lives of farmer communities in 
Andhra Pradesh can help emulate the same in the other potential states as well. A strong 
and robust, long-term policy mechanism will give this crop required push across India. 
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2.6 DOING AWAY WITH RETROSPECTIVE TAXATION 

CONTEXT 

• Recently, the Government of India has introduced The Taxation Laws (Amendment) Bill, 

2021 in the Lok Sabha. 

• The bill seeks to withdraw tax demands made using a 2012 retrospective legislation to tax 

the indirect transfer of Indian assets 

MORE ABOUT NEWS 

BACKGROUND 

• The roots of this saga date back to 2007, when Vodafone bought over a majority stake in 

the telecom operations of Hutch in India for $11.1 billion. While the deal involved the 

changing of hands of Indian operations of Hutch, the companies party to it were registered 

outside India and all the paperwork and financial transactions, too, were done outside the 

country. 

• But the Indian government ruled that Vodafone was liable to pay capital gains tax to it as 

the deal involved the transfer of assets located in India. Importantly, there was no rule in 

the Indian statutes then that allowed such taxation.  

• Vodafone challenged this claim and the case went to Supreme Court, which ruled in 2012 

that there was no tax liability on Vodafone’s part to Indian authorities. 

• That should have been the end of the matter but what followed was a manoeuvre by the 

then UPA government at the Centre and its finance minister the late Pranab Mukherjee 

that opened a Pandora’s box of troubles for certain corporates, which would eventually 

also engulf the Indian government.  

• In 2012, Parliament amended the Finance Act to enable the taxman to impose tax claims 

retrospectively for deals executed after 1962 which involved transfer of shares in a foreign 

entity whose assets were located in India. The target, of course, was the Vodafone deal. 

Very soon, tax claims were also raised on Cairn Energy. 

• The changes to the Finance Act allowed India to reimpose its tax demand on Vodafone. Tax 

authorities had slapped a tax bill of Rs 7,990 crore on Vodafone. 

• The demand on Cairn was for Rs 10,247 crore in back taxes over its move, beginning in 

2006, to bring its Indian assets under a single holding company called Cairn India Ltd. 

• Last year, India lost a case in international arbitral tribunal at The Hague against taxing 

Cairn Energy Plc and Cairn UK holdings Ltd on alleged capital gains the company made 

when in 2006 it reorganised its business in the country before listing the local unit. 

PROPOSED CHANGES IN BILL 

• Amendments to the Income-tax Act and Finance Act, 2012 to effectively state that no tax 

demand shall be raised for any indirect transfer of Indian assets if the transaction was 

undertaken before 28th May 2012. 

• Tax raised for the indirect transfer of Indian assets before May 2012 would be "nullified on 

fulfillment of specified conditions" such as the withdrawal of pending litigation and an 

undertaking that no damages claims would be filed. 

• It also proposes to refund the amount paid by companies facing trail in these cases without 

interest thereon. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BILL 

• The law, which will now apply only prospectively, has been a major sore point with 

foreign investors for the better part of the last decade, damaging India's reputation as 

a stable tax jurisdiction and leading to protracted litigation. Now with abolishing 

retrospective tax investors provided with stable taxation regime this could lead to more 

foreign investment. 

• It is perhaps the boldest move taken in the history of Indian tax laws. The far-reaching, 

but long delayed decision now paves the way for the government to settle billions of 

dollars in international disputes. At least 17 companies, including British oil and gas 

major Cairn Energy, and the telecom giant Vodafone, will benefit from the ruling. 

• Retrospective tax law was a "black mark" on India's reputation as a predictable 

investment destination. 

• Tax demands on companies will be nullified under the condition that they withdraw 

litigation against the government and undertake not to claim interest or damages. 

WAY FORWARD 

• India needs to craft meaningful and clear dispute resolution mechanisms in cross-border 

transactions to prevent the disputes from going to international courts, and save the cost 

and time expenditure. 

• Improving the arbitration ecosystem will have a positive impact on the ease of doing 

business. 

 

2.7 PM-KISAN 

CONTEXT 

• The Prime Minister released the 9th instalment of financial benefit under Pradhan Mantri 

Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN). 

MORE ABOUT NEWS 

OBJECTIVE 

• With a view to provide income support to all land holding eligible farmer families, the 

Government has launched PM-KISAN. The scheme aims to supplement the financial needs 

of the farmers in procuring various inputs to ensure proper crop health and appropriate 

yields, commensurate with the anticipated farm income. 

BENEFITS AND ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS 

• All land holding eligible farmer families (subject to the prevalent exclusion criteria) are to 

avail of the benefits under this scheme, as per the cabinet decision taken during May 2019.  

• The revised Scheme is expected to cover around 2 crores more farmers, increasing the 

coverage of PM-KISAN to around 14.5 crore beneficiaries.  

• Earlier, under the scheme, financial benefit has been provided to all Small and Marginal 

landholder farmer families with total cultivable holding upto 2 hectares with a benefit of 

Rs.6000 per annum per family payable in three equal installments, every four months. 
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EXCLUSION CATEGORIES 

• The following categories of beneficiaries of higher economic status shall not be eligible for 

benefit under the 

scheme: 

o All Institutional 

Land holders. 

o Farmer families in 

which one or more 

of its members 

belong to 

following 

categories 

o Former and 

present holders of 

constitutional 

posts 

o Former and 

present Ministers/ 

State Ministers 

and 

former/present 

Members of Lok 

Sabha/ Rajya 

Sabha/ State 

Legislative 

Assemblies/ State Legislative Councils, former and present Mayors of Municipal 

Corporations, former and present Chairpersons of District Panchayats. 

o All serving or retired officers and employees of Central/ State Government Ministries 

/Offices/Departments and its field units Central or State PSEs and Attached offices 

/Autonomous Institutions under Government as well as regular employees of the 

Local Bodies (Excluding Multi-Tasking Staff /Class IV/Group D employees) 

o All superannuated/retired pensioners whose monthly pension is Rs.10,000/-or more 

(Excluding Multi-Tasking Staff / Class IV/Group D employees) of above category 

o All Persons who paid Income Tax in last assessment year 

o Professionals like Doctors, Engineers, Lawyers, Chartered Accountants, and 

Architects registered with Professional bodies and carrying out profession by 

undertaking practices. 
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2.8 PRADHAN MANTRI KISAN SAMPADA YOJANA 

CONTEXT 

• The Ministry of Food Processing industries (MoFPI) has shared some information regarding 

Pradhan Mantri Kisan SAMPADA Yojana (PMKSY). 

• Earlier, MoFPI had launched the Pradhan Mantri Formalisation of Micro food processing 

Enterprises (PM FME) Scheme, under the Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan. 

• The key sub-segments of the Food Processing industry in India are Dairy, Fruits & 

Vegetables, Poultry & Meat processing, Fisheries, Food retail, etc. 

MORE ABOUT PRADHAN MANTRI KISAN SAMPADA YOJANA 

• The PM Kisan SAMPADA Yojana helps in getting better returns to the farmers. It aims at 

identifying agro clusters and giving them subsidies to achieve seamless transfer of food 

products from the producing centres to the market. It is an umbrella scheme that 

encompasses various schemes within its scope. 

• The PM Kisan SAMPADA Yojana aims to integrate the new and existing schemes that target 

reducing wastage, double farmer’s income and providing quality food to consumers at 

reasonable prices. It is an all-inclusive package to provide a renewed thrust to the food 

processing sector and plunge the gaps in the supply chain. 

OBJECTIVE OF PM KISAN SAMPADA YOJANA 

• To provide a supplement to agriculture. 

• To create preservation and processing capacities. 

• To expand and modernise the existing food processing units for increasing the level of 

processing. 

• To add value resulting in the reduction of the agricultural produce wastage. 

SCHEMES IMPLEMENTED UNDER PM KISAN SAMPADA YOJANA 

The following schemes are implemented under the PM Kisan SAMPADA Yojana: 

Mega Food Parks  

• The scheme of ‘Mega Food Parks’ provides a mechanism to link market and agricultural 

production by bringing retailers, processors and farmers together to ensure maximum value 

addition, minimum wastage, increase in farmers income and create employment 

opportunities, especially in the rural sector. 

Integrated Cold Chain and Value Addition Infrastructure  

• The scheme of ‘Cold Chain, Value Addition and Preservation Infrastructure’ provides 

integrated preservation infrastructure and cold chain facilities from the farm gate to the 

consumers. It creates infrastructure facilities for the entire supply chain, namely, 

weighing, pre-cooling, grading, sorting, multi-product/multi-temperature cold storage, 

waxing facilities at farm level, portable cooling units for facilitating distribution of 

horticulture, meat and poultry etc.  
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Creation/ Expansion of Food Processing/ Preservation Capacities (Unit Scheme) 

• This scheme creates processing and preservation capacities and modernisation/expansion 

of existing food processing units to increase processing and add value resulting in the 

reduction of wastage. The individual units undertake processing activities that cover a wide 

range of post-harvest processes resulting in value addition and enhance shelf life with 

specialised facilities required to preserve perishables. 

Infrastructure for Agro-processing Clusters 

• This scheme develops common facilities and modern infrastructure to encourage 

entrepreneurs to set up food processing units. It encourages entrepreneurs to set up food 

processing units based on a cluster approach by linking groups of farmers/producers to the 

markets and processors through a well-equipped supply chain with modern infrastructure. 

Every agro-processing cluster under this scheme has two basic components, i.e., Basic 

Enabling Infrastructure and Core Infrastructure/Common Facilities.  

Creation of Backward and Forward Linkages 

• This scheme provides seamless and effective forward and backward integration for the 

processed food industry by reducing the gaps in the supply chain in terms of linkages with 

the market and the availability of raw materials. Financial assistance is provided for setting 

up collection centers/primary processing centers at farm gate and modern retail outlets 

and connectivity through refrigerated/insulated transport. 

Food Safety and Quality Assurance Infrastructure 

• Food safety and quality have become a competitive edge for food products in the global 

market.  

Benefits of PM Kisan SAMPADA Yojana 

Under the PM Kisan SAMPADA Yojana, a capital subsidy in the manner of grants-in-aid ranging from 

35% to 75% of the eligible project cost up to the maximum specified limit is provided under the 

various schemes to investors for undertaking logistic projects, infrastructure and setting up of 

food processing units in India. The benefits of the PM Kisan SAMPADA Yojana scheme are as 

follows: 

• It will result in creating modern infrastructure with effective supply chain management 

from farm gate to retail outlet. 

• It provides an effective boost in the growth of the food processing sector in india. 

• It helps to get better prices to the farmers and doubling of farmers’ income. 

• It creates extensive employment opportunities, especially in rural areas. 

• It helps reduce agricultural produce wastage, increases processing level, makes available 

convenient and safe processed foods at an affordable price to consumers and enhances the 

export of processed foods. 
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3. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

 

3.1 IBSA Forum: INDIA ORGANISES VIRTUAL MEET 

• Recently, India organized the IBSA (India, Brazil and South Africa) Tourism Ministers’ virtual 
meeting. 

• India is the current IBSA Chair. 

About: 

• The IBSA is a trilateral, developmental initiative between India, Brazil and South Africa to 
promote South-South cooperation and exchange. 

• The idea of South-South Cooperation (SSC) is not new. Its genesis can be traced back to the 
decades of efforts by countries and groupings working together to ensure South-South 
solidarity such as Bandung conference 1955, Non-Aligned Movement 1961, G77 grouping, 
UNCTAD, the Buenos Aires Plan of Action 1978, and the 2009 Nairobi declaration. 

Formation: 

• The grouping was formalized and named the IBSA Dialogue Forum when the Foreign 
Ministers of the three countries met in Brasilia (Brazil) on 6th June 2003 and issued the 
Brasilia Declaration. 

Headquarters: 

• IBSA does not have a headquarters or a permanent executive secretariat. 

• At the highest level, it counts on the Summits of Heads of State and Government. 

• So far Five IBSA Leadership Summits have been held. The 5th IBSA Summit was held in 
Pretoria (South Africa) in 2011. The 6th IBSA Summit is to be hosted by India. 

Joint Naval Exercise: 

• IBSAMAR (IBSA Maritime Exercise) is an important part of IBSA trilateral defence 
cooperation. 

• Six editions of IBSAMAR have been held so far, the latest one being off the coast of South 
Africa in October, 2018. 

IBSA Fund: 

• Established in 2004, IBSA Fund (India, Brazil and South Africa Facility for Poverty and 
Hunger Alleviation) is a unique Fund through which development projects are executed 
with IBSA funding in fellow developing countries. 

• The fund is managed by the United Nations (UN) Office for South-South Cooperation 
(UNOSSC). Each IBSA member country is required to contribute $1 million per annum to the 
fund. 

Objectives: 

• To alleviate poverty and hunger in nations of the South; 
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• To develop best practices in the fight against poverty and hunger by facilitating the 
execution of replicable and scalable projects in interested countries of the global south; 

• To pioneer and lead by example the South-South cooperation agenda; 

• To build new partnerships for development. 

IBSA Fellowship Programme: 

• It focuses on multilateral institutional frameworks to coordinate, support and enable 
sustainable development globally; joint research for cooperation and exchange of 
information in the fields of macro-economy, trade and development; and any other area 
as may be found of interest within the IBSA framework. 

Performance So Far: 

• Relevance in the wake of the emergence of BRICS: 

• The grouping faces a fundamental challenge to maintain its relevance in the wake of the 
emergence of similar groupings such as BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa). 

• IBSA has been unable, until now, to hold its sixth summit. 

Execution of Human Development Projects: 

• Over the years, the fund has contributed $39 million and partnered in 19 countries from 
global South to implement 26 projects. 

• Projects have been funded in countries such as Guinea Bissau, Sierra Leone, Cape Verde, 
Burundi, Cambodia, Haiti, Palestine, Vietnam and others. 

• The fund has also been recognised for its good work in the field and has received UN South-
South Partnership award 2006, UN MDG (Millenium Development Goals) award 2010, and 
the South-South and Triangular Cooperation Champions award in 2012. 

Opportunities: 

In the Emergence of BRICS: 

• Working collectively towards ensuring the MERCOSUR -SACU-India Trilateral PTA 
(Preferential trade Agreement) first, and eventually a Free Trade Area (FTA), will go a long 
way in ensuring the grouping's relevance. (MERCOSUR for Brazil & SACU for South Africa). 

• The Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR for its Spanish initials) is a regional integration 
process, initially established by Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay, and 
subsequently joined by Venezuela and Bolivia. 

• The Southern African Customs Union (SACU) consists of Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South 
Africa, and Swaziland. The SACU Secretariat is located in Namibia. SACU was established 
in 1910, making it the world’s oldest Customs Union. 

• The grouping must work together as a joint lobby in other groupings of which they are 
members of, such as BRICS and G20. 

Reforming Multilateral Institutions: 

• Reforming institutions such as the United Nations Security Council (UNSC), IMF etc. is a 
necessary prerequisite to forge consensus behind the principle of economic development 
among developing countries. 

• India, Brazil and South Africa have serious aspirations to become permanent members of 
UNSC. 
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3.2 TALIBAN AGAIN IN AFGHANISTAN AFTER NEARLY 2 DECADES 

CONTEXT: 

• Recently, the Taliban has seized Kabul, the capital city of Afghanistan, raising questions 
over the US and NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) trained Afghan Forces. 

• The Taliban have proclaimed that there will be no witch hunt, that it will respect a 
transitional process, and that it will work for a future Islamic system that is acceptable to 
all. 

Taliban 

• The Taliban, or students in the Pashto language, emerged in the early 1990s in northern 
Pakistan following the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan. 

• It is an Islamic fundamentalist political and military organisation operating in Afghanistan. 
They have dominated Afghan polity for quite some time and feature regularly in 
international affairs. 

• The Taliban have been fighting against the U.S.-backed government in Kabul for around 20 
years. They seek to reimpose their strict version of Islam in Afghanistan. 

Background: 

Terrorist Attack: 

• On 11th September 2001, terrorist attacks in America killed nearly 3,000 people. 

• So, a month after 9/11, the US launched airstrikes against Afghanistan (Operation Enduring 
Freedom). 

Transitional Government in Afghanistan: 

• After the attacks, the NATO coalition troops declared war on Afghanistan. The US dislodged 
the Taliban regime and established a transitional government in Afghanistan. 

• The US had reached the conclusion long ago that the war was unwinnable and approached 
for peace talks. 

Peace Talks: 

Murree Talks: 

• In 2015 the US had sent a representative to the first-ever meeting between the Taliban and 
the Afghan government that was hosted by Pakistan in Murree in 2015. 

• However, the Murree talks did not progress. 

Doha Talks: 

• In 2020, before the Doha Talks started, the Taliban had maintained that they would hold 
direct talks only with the US, and not with the Kabul government, which they did not 
recognise. 

• In the agreement, the US administration promised that it would withdraw all American 
troops from Afghanistan by 1st May, 2021. 

• The deadline has been pushed to 11th September 2021. 
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• This provided the Taliban a sense of victory and demoralised the Afghan troops. 

• The Taliban promised to reduce violence, join intra-Afghan peace talks and cut all ties with 
foreign terrorist groups. 

US Exit: 

• By July 2021, the US claimed that it had withdrawn 90% of the troops and Taliban claimed 
that it had controlled over 85% of the Afghan Territory. 

Current Scenario: 

• Taliban has seized Kabul and Many ministers along with the former President have fled the 
country. 

• This is the first time since their ouster 20 years ago in the wake of the 9/11 strikes that 
Taliban fighters have entered the city — they first seized the Capital in 1996. 

• Among the cities that fell is Jalalabad in the east, and many evacuation missions are set in 
motion. 

Cause of Capitulation: 

US’ Unconditional Exit: 

• The US decision to pull out its troops unconditionally without waiting for a negotiated 
political settlement regardless of consequences that were almost entirely predictable other 
than the speed with which it occurred. 

Afghan’s Psychological Denial: 

• Afghan’s psychological denial that the US would indeed leave as they warned, a lack of 
military strategy, poor supplies and logistics, indefensible and thinly manned posts, unpaid 
salaries, phantom rolls, and a sense of betrayal, abandonment and demoralisation, all 
played a role in the capitulation 

• The Afghan had technical dependence on the US for air support, weapon systems, 
intelligence etc. 

Lack of Preparation: 

• The Afghan Army was unprepared and caught by surprise by the Taliban offensive. 

Lack of Training of Afghan Forces: 

• The Afghan National Army (ANA) was never really trained and equipped with the normal 
attributes of a national army capable of defending territory with adequate mobility, 
artillery, armour, engineering, logistics, intelligence, air support etc for rugged terrain; 
and infantry battalions and doctrines designed for it. 
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Role of US in Current Situation: 

Invested on the War on Terror: 

• Most of the US’ effort went into grooming Special Forces units meant to recover targets of 
urban terrorist attacks, at which they acquitted themselves admirably, but not offensive 
operations. 

• In sum, they invested just enough for the war on terror, but not the defence of Afghanistan 
although it was perfectly aware of the connection between the two in the Pakistani role in 
nurturing the Taliban. 

No Strategic Importance: 

• After the end of the Soviet intervention and the fall of the Soviet Union, the US has never 
really considered Afghanistan of strategic importance. 

No attempt to integrate the economic sphere: 

• For all its USD 1 trillion investment in Afghanistan and its awareness of Afghanistan’s 
mineral wealth, the US never really invested in the Afghan economy or attempt to integrate 
it to its economic sphere of influence (including India) as it did after its interventions after 
World War II in Europe, East Asia and later in the oil economies of the Gulf. 

Implications for India: 

Securing Indians: 

• The first concern is for Indian diplomats, personnel and citizens based in Afghanistan. 

Strategic Concern: 

• The Taliban’s control will also mean a bigger hand for the Pakistani military and 
intelligence agencies to influence outcomes for the country, which will mandate a much 
smaller role for Indian development and infrastructure work that has won it goodwill over 
the past 20 years. 

Threat of radicalisation: 

• There is the threat of growing radicalisation and space for pan-Islamic terror groups in 
India’s neighbourhood. 
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EXTERNAL AFFAIRS MINISTER’S VISIT TO IRAN 

CONTEXT 

• India’s External Affairs Minister (EAM) visited Iran to attend the swearing-in ceremony of 

new Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi. This marks a landmark event attempting to reset the 

ties with Iran that have been under strain in recent times. 

MORE ABOUT NEWS 

SIGNIFICANCE OF INDIA-IRAN RELATIONS  

• Energy security: Iran is the third largest supplier of crude to India. It has also the world’s 

second-largest reserves of natural gas which could be well leveraged by India.  

• Connectivity:  

o The Chabahar port, being developed by India in Iran is strategically important to 

India for a variety of reasons.  

o India is constructing a 560 mile long railway line linking the Iranian port with the 

Hajigak in southern Afghanistan which is close to Zaranj Delaram Highway. o Iran is 

the key link to provide connectivity to Central Asia and Europe, via the International 

North South Transport Corridor (INSTC).  

• Trade and investment: India decided to set up plants in sectors such as fertilizers, 

petrochemicals and metallurgy in Chabahar Free Trade Zone (FTZ). This will promote 

India’s energy security while providing financial resources and employment opportunities 

to Iran.  

o Discussions on the exploitation of Farzad B gas field are underway.  

o India has been actively pursuing the Iran–Pakistan–India (IPI) gas pipeline project.  

o Iran is a big market for India for India’s agro-products, software services, 

automobiles, petrochemical products among others, here the scale could be 

substantially increased. Crucially, Tehran has consistently offered New Delhi very 

favourable terms, including non-dollar oil sales.  

• Geopolitical- Iran is a major player in securing stability in the overall West Asian region, 

especially with respect to India to maintain a balance between Shia-Sunni conflict and 

Arab-Israel conflict. 

o India aspires to become a net security provider in the Indian Ocean region where 

Iran is a major stake holder. Iran is also important in countering the string of pearls 

expansion of China in the Indian Ocean.  

o Terrorism: Iran is an important player in fighting global terror groups such as Al-

queda, ISIS, Taliban among others. Moreover, Iran can also play a major role in 

dealing with other organized crimes such as drug trafficking, arms dealing etc 

ASSOCIATED CHALLENGES 

• India’s Exclusion in Afgan Peace Process - Another “Troika plus” meeting, the U.S.-Russia-

China-Pakistan grouping on Afghanistan peace process, is going to be held in Doha. 

However, India and Iran, which are two regional powers, are being left out. 

• Persisting Sanctions on Iran - Despite campaign promises to reverse the Donald Trump 

policy on Iran, US President Joe Biden’s administration is yet to withdraw most of the 

additional sanctions placed in 2017-2018. 
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WAY FORWARD 

• India needs to improve its implementation record of foreign infrastructure projects by fast 

tracking diplomatic talks and timely dispersal of funds. 

• India needs to find a balance between its diplomatic ties with Iran and U.S.A. An effective 

and clear arrangement that reduces the impact of US sanctions on Iran on India’s projects 

needs to be worked out. 

 

3.4 INDIA’S CASE OF PERMANENT SEAT IN UNSC 

CONTEXT 

• US President Joe Biden's pick for the ambassador to the UN did not explicitly commit the 

support of the new administration for India to be a permanent member of the Security 

Council. 

• Three previous administrations, that of George W Bush, Barack Obama and Donald Trump, 

had publicly said that the United States supports India's bid to be a permanent member of 

the UN Security Council. 

• The US would not support an expansion of the veto, which is currently exercised by five 

permanent members (P-5): China, France, Russia, the UK and the US. 

MORE ABOUT UNSC 

UNSC STRUCTURE  

• The UN Charter established UNSC as one of the six main organs of the United Nations. It 

gives primary responsibility for maintaining international peace and security to the Security 

Council, which may meet whenever peace in any part of the world is threatened. 

• The Security Council has five permanent members—China, France, Russia, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States—collectively known as the P5. Any one of them can veto a 

resolution. 

• The council’s ten elected members, which serve two-year, nonconsecutive terms, are not 

afforded veto power. 

• The P5’s privileged status has its roots in the United Nations’ founding in the aftermath of 

World War II. The United States and Soviet Union were the outright victors of the war, and, 

along with the United Kingdom, they shaped the postwar political order. 

RESPONSIBILITIES AND POWERS OF THE UNSC 

• If there is a security crisis anywhere in the world, the matter is brought before the UNSC 

and they try to reach an agreement either through mediation, appointing special envoys, 

dispatching a UN Mission or requesting the UN Secretary-General to settle the dispute. 

• If the matter escalates, ceasefire directives are issued and peacekeeping forces and 

military observers dispatched. 

• Furthermore, if the circumstances are very dire then sanctions and financial penalties are 

imposed, arms embargoed, and travel bans can also be issued. 

POWERS OF PERMANENT AND NON-PERMANENT MEMBERS 
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• The permanent members of the UNSC have a veto power. This veto allows any of these five 

countries to block the adoption of a resolution. However, they cannot end or prevent a 

debate through this power. 

• Until 2012, as many as 269 vetoes had been used in the UNSC. China used it nine times, it 

was used 18 times by France, 32 times by UK, 83 times by US and 128 times by Russia (and 

USSR). 

• Unlike permanent members of 

the council, the non-permanent 

members do not have veto 

power. However, they have 

“collective right of veto” — any 

resolution of the UNSC has to be 

passed by at least seven non-

permanent members even if all 

the permanent members support 

it. 

• Every member-country of the 

council, including the non-

permanent members, also 

assumes the presidency of the 

council every month. The 

presidency is determined in an 

alphabetical order. 

• This allows them to decide the 

content and theme of the 

debates, which can draw 

attention to important issues for each member country with respect to international peace 

and security. 

NEED OF REFORM IN COUNCIL 

• New world order is characterised by structural changes like a threefold increase in world 

population, diffusion of power (away from states), a shift in relative material power and 

influence from the West to the East & an ongoing transition from unipolarity to multi 

polarity. In such a scenario there is urgent need of UNSC reforms 

• The current composition of the Security Council reflects the geopolitical situation of 

1945 - The Council’s present composition is no longer representative of a world that has 

seen 142 new countries join the United Nations since 1945. In particular, Africa, Asia, Latin 

America, and the Caribbean do not have permanent representation on the Council. 

• Encroaches on state sovereignty - The UNSC is the international community's principal 

organ for peacekeeping and conflict management. Unlike the decisions made by the 

General Assembly, its decisions (known as resolutions) are binding on all member states. 

That means it has wide-ranging powers and can, if necessary, take actions – e.g., the 

imposition of sanctions – that encroach on state sovereignty. 

• Under representation delegitimizes this encroachment - If the resolutions of UNSC are 

to be respected and implemented by all countries, the Council needs to have the necessary 

Functions and Powers of UNSC 

• Investigate any dispute or situation which might 

lead to international friction. 

• Recommend methods of adjusting such disputes 

or the terms of settlement. 

• Formulate plans for the establishment of a system 

to regulate armaments. 

• Determine the existence of a threat to the peace 

or act of aggression and to recommend what 

action should be taken. 

• Call on Members to apply economic sanctions and 

other measures not involving the use of force to 

prevent or stop aggression. 

• Take military action against an aggressor. 

• Recommend the admission of new Members. 

• Recommend to the General Assembly the 

appointment of the Secretary-General and, 

together with the 

• Assembly, to elect the Judges of the ICJ 
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authority and legitimacy over all its members. This legitimacy gets eroded in 

underrepresented countries. 

• Lack of recognition - Alongside geographically balanced distribution of seats, the Charter 

of the United Nations also expressly states that countries that make considerable 

contributions to the UN should be members of the Security Council. This is why India, 

Germany and Japan are regarded as candidates for new permanent seats. 

• Limited attempts at UNSC reform - The UNSC was last reformed in 1965 when it increased 

its nonpermanent members from 11 to 15 and increased the necessary votes for the 

adoption of resolutions from 7 to 9. 

• In the absence of Security Council reform, there is a danger that decision making processes 

could shift to other forums thereby discouraging multilateralism in the long term. 

ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF INDIA’S BID FOR UNSC PERMANENT SEAT 

• With UN polarized between USA and Russian or China, there is need for neutral country 

like India which can act as a bridge and take a principled stand. 

• India, since its independence and even before that, has been an active participant in all 

initiatives undertaken by the UN and the various UN organs including the various discussions 

on the Agenda for Peace and the Agenda for Development, the Millennium Development 

Goals, and various UN summits, including most importantly on climate change. 

• Contribution to peacekeeping - India is the largest contributor to the UN Peacekeeping 

Operations (UNPKO), with nearly 180,000 troops serving in 44 missions since it was 

established. 

• Today, most significantly, India has almost twice the number of peacekeepers deployed in 

the ground as do China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom and the United States 

combined – also known as the P5, the five countries that wield veto power at the Council. 

• India is also among the highest financial contributors to the UN, with the country making 

regular donations to several UN organs like the United Nations Democracy Fund (UNDEF). 

• Leader of 3rd world countries - India has always seen itself as a champion, a ‘moralistic 

force’ of the so called Third World, the developing states. Former Secretary General Kofi 

Annan has been quoted as saying that India has been one of the most significant votaries 

of shaping the UN agenda on behalf of the developing world.  

• By any objective criteria, such as population, territorial size, GDP, economic potential, 

civilizational legacy, cultural diversity, political system and past and ongoing 

contributions to the activities of the UN India is eminently qualified for permanent 

membership. 

WHAT STRATEGIES HAS INDIA ADOPTED TO PURSUE ITS OBJECTIVE OF A PERMANENT SEAT? 

• India has adopted a multi-layered strategy. It consists of two components: Maximising 

support in the UN General Assembly and Minimising resistance in the UN Security Council.  

It is reflected in various steps taken as described below  

• India hopes that its continued leadership of various Global South forums such as G 77 and 

NAM would garner much needed numbers in the UNGA. This is reflected in India’s strong 

defence of the principle of sovereignty and the constant criticism of the “Responsibility to 

Protect” principle.  
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• India has also formed the G4 along with Brazil, Germany, Japan, as “coalition of the 

willing”, and a “collaborative strategy” to negotiate reforms of the Council. 

ROAD BLOCKS IN INDIA’S BID FOR PERMANENT MEMBERSHIP 

• The status quo bias amongst the existing P5: despite the General Assembly consensus, 

remains the overriding obstacle to adding permanent seats. Whilst all permanent members 

accept the reform in principle, they have often fought popular reform proposals.  

o For instance, UN General Assembly convened a plenary meeting at its 70th session 

(in 2015) to act on the draft decision on the "Question of equitable representation 

on and increase in the membership of the Security Council and related matters". 

During the meeting, letters containing the positions of key countries were 

circulated. The letters highlighted that Russia, US & China had refused to contribute 

to the negotiating text.  

• India as part of G4 seems to have limited its options to negotiate a seat solely for itself: It 

is estimated that greater powers and regional politics would circumscribe the G4 attempts 

to win permanent seats for all as a group. 

• Regional Rivals - the G4's bids are often opposed by the Uniting for Consensus movement, 

and particularly their economic competitors or political rivals. 

o Uniting for Consensus (UfC), nicknamed the Coffee Club, is a movement that 

developed in the 1990s in opposition to the possible expansion of permanent seats 

in the United Nations Security Council. Under the leadership of Italy, it aims to 

counter the bids for permanent seats proposed by G4 nations (Brazil, Germany, 

India, and Japan) 

o The prime movers of the club include Italy, Spain, Australia, Canada, South Korea, 

Argentina and Pakistan. While Italy and Spain are opposed to Germany's bid for 

Security Council's permanent membership, Pakistan is opposed to India's bid. 

CONCLUSION 

• India has emerged as a foremost, singularly acknowledged rising power seen by most states, 

great and small, as making a legitimate claim to a place in the changing architecture of 

global governance, including the UN Security Council. 

• We must reform the United Nations, including the Security Council, and make it more 

democratic and participative. Institutions that reflect the imperatives of 20th century 

won’t be effective in the 21st.  

• It would face the risk of irrelevance; and we will face the risk of continuing turbulence 

with no one capable of addressing it… Let us fulfill our promise to reform the United Nations 

Security Council by 2025. 
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4. ENVIRONMENT 

 

4.1 SLENDER LORIS 

WHY IN NEWS? 

• Recently, some environmentalists demanded that Tamil Nadu’s Kadavur Reserve Forest 
be declared as a Wildlife Sanctuary in order to conserve Slender Loris (Loris tardigradus). 

• The wildlife census conducted during 2016-17 showed an appreciable population of 3,500 
slender loris in the Karur Reserve Forest. 

About: 

• The slender lorises (Loris) are a genus of loris native to India and Sri Lanka. 

• Slender lorises spend most of their life in trees, traveling along the tops of branches with 
slow and precise movements. 

• They generally feed on insects, reptiles, plant shoots, and fruit. 

Habitat: 

• They are found in tropical rainforests, scrub forests, semi-deciduous forests, and swamps. 

Threat: 

• It is believed that they have medicinal properties and they are captured and sold. Since 
there is great demand for keeping these animals as pets, they are illegally smuggled. 

• Habitat loss, electrocution of live wires and road accidents are other threats that have 
caused its populations to dwindle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Protection Status: 

• IUCN: Endangered, 

• Wildlife (Protection) Act of 
India, 1972: Schedule I 

• CITES: Appendix II 

About Kadavur Reserve Forest: 

• The forest is located in Karur 
district of Tamil Nadu with a 
forest area of around 6000-
hectare. The forest consists of 
hills and dense dry areas. 

• Indian Bison, Spotted Deer, 
mouse deer, slender loris, 
Jackal, Mongoose, black naped 
hare, wild boar, porcupine, 
monitor lizard, Pangolin, 
Monkeys, pythons, etc are found 
in the forests. 
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4.2 SUNDARBANS: AT THE EDGE OF A SEVERE CRISIS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plastic Pollution: 

• Plastic pollution is caused by the accumulation of plastic waste in the environment. 

• It can be categorized in primary plastics, such as cigarette butts and bottle caps, or 
secondary plastics, resulting from the degradation of the primary ones. 

Reasons for Accumulation of Plastic in Sundarban: 

Cyclones: 

• The region is witnessing frequent cyclones, which lead to devastation, followed by the 
necessity for relief and rehabilitation of inhabitants. 

• In geography, a location's relief is the difference between its highest and lowest elevations. 

• Plastic waste associated with relief material, used in the aftermath of Cyclone Amphan 
(May 2020) in the Sundarbans, could cause damage to the eco-sensitive region. 

• Prior to this, the region had witnessed cyclones Fani (May 2019) and Bulbul (November 
2019). 

Tourism: 

• Besides recent cases of cyclones in the region, tourists have also contributed to the 
accumulation as they leave behind heaps of plastic waste that is strewn all over the forest. 

Concerns: 

Increase Toxicity: 

• The presence of plastic in saline water increases the toxicity of water and could also 
contribute to the eutrophication of water. 

• Eutrophication is the process by which an entire body of water, or parts of it, becomes 
progressively enriched with minerals and nutrients. 

• It also results in oxygen depletion. 

• Given that Sunderbans is connected to the sea, the increase of plastic in the region could 
lead to plastic waste entering the ocean. 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

• Unregulated inflow of relief to the Sundarbans 
has resulted in a new crisis in the cyclone-
battered region as plastic has been 
accumulated in the area. 

• The threat posed by plastic is so great for the 
Sundarbans because the region is witnessing 
frequent tropical storms, which lead to 
devastation. 
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Threat to food System: 

• The breakdown of plastics in the water will lead to an increase in microplastics, which 
would subsequently enter the food system. 

Affects Livelihoods: 

• Sunderbans is largely dependent on fisheries and aquaculture and any change in the 
delicate ecosystem can spell doom not only for the ecology but also for livelihoods. 

• Some related Initiatives: 

• In 2019, the Union government in a bid to free India of single-use plastics by 2022, had laid 
out a multi-ministerial plan to discourage the use of single-use plastics across the country. 

• Plastic Waste Management Rules, 2016 which extended the responsibility to collect waste 
generated from the products to their producers and brand owners. 

Importance of Sundarbans 

• The Sundarbans ecoregion is located in the tidally active lower deltaic plain of the Ganges–
Brahmaputra–Meghna (GBM) basin. 

• It hosts the largest contiguous mangrove forest and the only mangrove tiger habitat in the 
world. 

• Mangrove forests perform multiple ecological functions such as production of woody trees, 
provision of habitat, food and spawning grounds for fin-fish and shellfish, provision of 
habitat for birds and other valuable fauna; protection of coastlines and accretion of 
sediment to form new land. 

• Spread over parts of Bangladesh and India, the Protected Areas (PA) within the forested 
parts are designated by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
(UNESCO) as World Heritage Sites in both countries. 

• The natural areas spanning 10,000 square kilometres across the two countries are also 
Ramsar Sites or Wetlands of International Importance. 

• The cleared forest tracts in the two countries are now collectively home to over 7.5 million 
people. 

• The area is known for its wide range of fauna, including 260 bird species and is home to 
many rare and globally threatened wildlife species such as the Estuarine Crocodile, Royal 
Bengal Tiger, Water Monitor Lizard, Gangetic Dolphin and Olive Ridley Turtles. 

 

 

4.3 CABINET APPROVES RATIFICATION OF KIGALI AMENDMENT 

• Cabinet approves Ratification of Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol on Substances 
that Deplete the Ozone Layer for phase down of Hydrofluorocarbons 

• National strategy for phase down of Hydrofluorocarbons after required consultation with 
all the industry stakeholders by 2023 

• It comes close on the heels of similar decisions by the United States and China, the world’s 
largest producers and consumers of HFCs. 122 countries had ratified the Kigali Amendment 
by the end of July 2021. 
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About: 

• The United States, China and India are in separate groups of countries, with different time 
schedules to phase out their HFCs and replace them with climate-friendly alternatives. 

• India has to reduce its HFC use by 80% by the year 2047, while China and the United States 
have to achieve the same target by the year 2045 and 2034 respectively. 

• India will complete its phasedown of HFCs in four steps from 2032 onwards with a 
cumulative reduction of 10% in 2032, 20% in 2037, 30% in 2042 and 80% in 2047. 

• Amendments to the existing legislation framework, the Ozone Depleting Substances 
(Regulation and Control) Rules to allow appropriate control of the production and 
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consumption of hydrofluorocarbons to ensure compliance with the Kigali Amendment will 
be done by mid-2024. 

Background: 

• The 1989 Montreal Protocol is not a climate agreement. It is instead aimed at protecting 
the earth from Ozone-Depleting Substances (ODSs) like the ChloroFluoroCarbons (CFCs), 
that were earlier used in the air-conditioning and refrigerant industry. 

• The widespread use of CFCs had caused a hole in the Ozone layer of the atmosphere, which 
allowed some harmful radiation to reach the earth. These radiations were considered 
potential health hazards. 

• The Montreal Protocol led to the replacement of CFCs with Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) 
which do not destroy the Ozone layer. 

• But they were later found to be extremely potent in causing Global Warming. So, the HFCs 
solved one problem, but were contributing in a major way to another. 

• But these could not be eliminated under the original provisions of Montreal Protocol which 
was meant to phase-out ODSs only. 

• The Kigali Amendment enabled the Montreal Protocol to mandate the elimination of HFCs 
as well. 

• In October 2016, with the United States’ leadership, 197 countries adopted an amendment 
to phase down HFCs under the Montreal Protocol in Kigali, Rwanda. 

Kigali Amendment to Montreal Protocol: 

• The Kigali Amendment aims for the phase-down of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) by cutting 
their production and consumption. 

• The goal is to achieve over 80% reduction in HFC consumption by 2047. 

• Given their zero impact on the depletion of the ozone layer, HFCs are currently used as 
replacements of hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) in air 
conditioning, refrigeration and foam insulation, however they are powerful greenhouse 
gases. 

Under the amendment: 

• Developed countries will reduce HFC consumption beginning in 2019. 

• Most developing countries will freeze consumption in 2024, 

• Some developing countries including India with unique circumstances will freeze 
consumption in 2028. 

• The plan also provides financing to certain countries, to help them transition to climate-
friendly alternatives. 

• With the Kigali Amendment, the Montreal Protocol has become an even more powerful 
instrument against global warming. 

Significance: 

• This important instrument is crucial to achieving the target of restraining the increase in 
global temperatures to 2 degrees Celsius from pre-industrial times. 

• As pointed out by a recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 
the average temperature of the planet has already risen by about 1.1 degree Celsius. 

• The collective action is expected to prevent emissions of upto 105 million tonnes of carbon 
dioxide equivalent of greenhouse gases helping to avoid up to 0.5 degree Celsius of global 
temperature rise by 2100, while continuing to protect the ozone layer. 
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• Because HFCs were not ozone-depleting, they were not controlled substances under the 
Montreal Protocol. They were part of the problematic greenhouse gases whose emissions 
are sought to be curtailed through climate change instruments such as the Kyoto Protocol 
of 1997 and the 2015 Paris Agreement. 

• But the Montreal Protocol has been a far more effective and successful agreement than the 
climate change instruments. It has already resulted in the phase-out of 98.6% of ozone-
depleting substances. The remaining 1.4% are the HCFCs that are in the process of being 
transitioned. 

Significance for India: 

• India became a party to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer 
in June 1992 and since then has ratified the amendments to the Montreal Protocol. India 
has successfully met the phase-out targets of all the Ozone Depleting Substances as per the 
Montreal Protocol Schedule. 

• India is one of the first countries in the world to launch a cooling action plan in 2019. This 
comprehensive plan is aimed at reducing cooling demand, enabling refrigerant transition, 
enhancing energy efficiency and better technology options with a 20-year time horizon. 

• The signing of the Kigali Amendment is a cue for the markets to make a faster transition 
from HFCs to cleaner gases. 

• It would boost domestic manufacturing and employment generation goals. 

• The ratification would signify that India is ready to compete in the market for low-Global 
Warming Potential GWP (climate-friendly) refrigerants, which will spur domestic 
innovation and attract international investments. 

• The decision would pave the way for India to achieve its climate change mitigation goals 
and cooling commitments. India is among a small group of countries on track to meet its 
climate commitments under the Paris Agreement. 

 

4.4 CORBETT TIGER RESERVE 

WHY IN NEWS? 

• Recently, the Delhi High Court has asked the National Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA) 
to consider as representation a petition to stop the alleged illegal construction of bridges 
and walls within tiger breeding habitat of the Corbett Tiger Reserve. 

National Tiger Conservation Authority 

• It is a statutory body under the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change. 

• It was established in 2005 following the recommendations of the Tiger Task Force. 

• It was constituted under enabling provisions of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, as 
amended in 2006, for strengthening tiger conservation, as per powers and functions 
assigned to it. 

About Corbett Tiger Reserve: 

• It is located in Nainital district of Uttarakhand. The Project Tiger was launched in 1973 in 
Corbett National Park (first National Park of India), which is part of Corbett Tiger Reserve. 

• The national park was established in 1936 as Hailey National Park to protect the endangered 
Bengal tiger. 

• It is named after Jim Corbett who played a key role in its establishment. 
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• The core area forms the Corbett National Park while the buffer contains reserve forests as 
well as the Sonanadi Wildlife Sanctuary. 

• The entire area of the reserve is mountainous and falls in the Shivalik and Outer Himalaya 
geological provinces. 

• Ramganga, Sonanadi, Mandal, Palain and Kosi are the major rivers flowing through the 
Reserve. 

Flora: 

• According to the botanical survey of India, Corbett has 600 species of plants - trees, shrubs, 
ferns, grass, climbers, herbs and bamboos. Sal, Khair and Sissoo are the most visible trees 
found in Corbett. 

Fauna: 

• Apart from tigers, Corbett also has leopards. Other mammals such as jungle cats, barking 
deer, spotted deer, sambar deer, sloth etc. are also found there. 

• Other Major Protected Areas of Uttarakhand: 
o Nanda Devi National Park. 
o Valley of Flowers National Park. 

▪ Valley of Flowers National Park and Nanda Devi National Park together are a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

• Rajaji National Park. 

• Gangotri National Park. 

• Govind National Park. 
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4.5 SAMBHAR LAKE NEEDS FASTER RESTORATION 

CONTEXT: 

• According to a recent study, Sambhar Salt Lake in Rajasthan is constantly shrinking with 
the degradation of soil and water quality and a decline in the population of migratory birds. 

Location: 

• 80 km south-west of Jaipur in east-central Rajasthan, it is the country’s largest inland 
saline water body. 

• Represents the depression of the Aravalli Range. 

Famous For: 

• Production of brine/salt, houses one of the largest salt manufacturing units in the country. 

• Thousands of migratory birds every year. 

Ramsar Site: 

• A wetland of ‘international importance’ under the Ramsar Convention, declared in 1990. 

Rivers: 

• Receives water from six rivers, namely Samaod, Khari, Mantha, Khandela, Medtha, and 
Roopangarh. 

Vegetation in Catchment Area: 

• Mostly xerophytic type (Xerophyte is a plant adapted for growth under dry conditions). 

Fauna: 

• Flamingoes, pelicans and the waterfowls are commonly sighted. 

Major Concerns: 

• Loss of Area: 
o Almost 30% of the Sambhar Lake’s area had been lost to mining and other activities, 

including the illegal salt pan encroachments. 

• Livelihoods of Local People: 
o The loss in the area has also threatened the livelihoods of local people who have 

always lived in harmony with the lake and its ecology. 

• The Aravalli hills have decreased by 0.1% (as compared to in 1971). The hill has been a 
natural barrier limiting the salt from spreading into other fertile areas. 

o If this natural wall continues to fall it will force the people to migrate. 

• Regarding Migratory Birds: 
o The wetland has decreased whereas vegetation cover has increased, leading to the 

shortage of red algae which forms the main source of food for the migratory birds. 

• The death of more than 20,000 birds belonging to about 10 species which migrate annually 
to the lake due to avian botulism in 2019. 
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Steps to Address the Issue: 

• New Tourist Points: 
o The State Government of Rajasthan has recently decided to identify new tourist 

points at Sambhar Salt Lake. 
o The Lake forms part of the desert circuit in the Centre’s Swadesh Darshan Scheme. 

• New destinations around the lake, including a salt museum, caravan park, bicycle track 
and gardens, will be finalised. 

• Salt Train: 
o A “salt train”, which transported salt from the pans to a nearby refinery, will also 

be restarted. 

• Saving the Area: 
o The illegal salt production in the lake will be stopped through action against 

unauthorised borewells and pipelines laid in the region, while encroachments on the 
land will be removed with the help of police. 

• For Migratory Birds: 
o In 2020, the Rajasthan government decided to build temporary shelters for migratory 

birds near the Lake. 

 

4.6 STUBBLE BURNING 

CONTEXT  

• Recently, some experts advised that the government should speed up implementation of 

alternatives to stubble burning. 

MORE ABOUT STUBBLE BURNING 

• Stubble burning is, quite simply, the act of removing paddy crop residue from the field to 

sow wheat. It’s usually required in areas that use the ‘combine harvesting’ method which 

leaves crop residue behind. 

• Combines are machines that harvest, thresh i.e separate the grain, and also clean the 

separated grain, all at once.  

• The problem, however, is that the machine doesn’t cut close enough to the ground, leaving 

stubble behind that the farmer has no use for. 

• There is pressure on the farmer to sow the next crop in time for it to achieve a full yield. 

The quickest and cheapest solution, therefore, is to clear the field by burning the stubble. 

• India relies on its northern states of Punjab, Haryana, western Uttar Pradesh and 

Uttarakhand for wheat. 

• Now, states in the south use combine harvesting too. But the clinching difference is that 

they don’t have the urgency to remove the stubble to make it ready for the next crop. 

• To sow wheat right after paddy, the field has to be harvested and readied for the next 

crop.  

• In the Punjab-Haryana-UP belt, the crucial time for the wheat crop to mature is in mid-

April, when the temperature is about to cross 35 degree celsius.  

• For the wheat crop to reach full maturity and give maximum yield by then, the farmer has 

no option but to sow the crop latest by 15 November, so that it grows for a full 140-150 

day duration. 
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IMPACTS 

• Straw burning releases pollutants especially particulate matter (PM), CO2 and ash.  

• Stubble burning in the northern States significantly contributes to the poor air quality in 

large parts of the Indo-Gangetic Basin, with local and cascading impacts felt from Punjab 

and NCR region all the way to West Bengal. 

• Burning leads to decline in the bacterial and fungal population in the top 2.5cm of the soil, 

increasing farmers' dependence on fertilizers. 

• Air pollution is strongly linked to severe health impacts like pulmonary disorders, heart 

diseases etc. 

ALTERNATIVES TO STUBBLE BURNING 

• One such method is using a Turbo Happy Seeder (THS) machine, which can uproot the 

stubble and also sow seeds in the area cleared. The stubble can then be used as mulch for 

the field. 

• Another possible alternative is the Pusa bio-decomposer, developed by the scientists at the 

Indian Agricultural Research Institute, which turns crop residue to manure in 15-20 days by 

accelerating the decomposition process. 

• Biochar - Paddy straw can be converted to Biochar which is equivalent to activated carbon 

by pyrolysis in a brick kiln that can be designated at the site. This biochar is used to make 

renewable intense sticks, de-odorizer, garden fertilizer, etc. It also enhances carbon 

content in the soil and is used for bioremediation of degraded soils. 

• BioCNG - The shredded paddy straw on digestion produces biogas which can be further 

purified and compressed to produce BioCNG. BioCNG finds its application in Industrial 

Segment, and Automotive sector. The sludge which is a byproduct of the production process 

can be dried and sold as manure. 

• Bioethanol - Ethanol production from paddy–straw using advanced biofuel technology could 

pave the way in the future for second-generation biofuels derived from crop-residues. It 

can have a double effect in tackling air pollution in rural and as well as urban areas by 

achieving cleaner transport fuels through blending biofuels 

WAY AHEAD 

• Agricultural experts said the government needed to address the issue holistically and not 

just by penalising farmers. Penalising farmers will not help because it is difficult to identify 

them. Moreover, the farmer is burning it out of compulsion. 

• The government can support some mechanisation at the village level for taking out the 

straw and then putting it to use by, say, composting it. The farmer should see economic 

value in the exercise. 

• The government should also procure pulses and oil seeds which are suitable for north India. 

This will change the cropping pattern. 
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4.7 DAM REHABILITATION AND IMPROVEMENT PROJECT: PHASE II 

CONTEXT 

• Government of India signed a $250 million loan agreement with the World Bank (WB) for 

the Second Phase of Dam Rehabilitation and Improvement Project (DRIP Phase II). 

MORE ABOUT NEWS 

• Phase I of Dam Rehabilitation and Improvement Project (DRIP) 

• Government of India, with financial assistance from the World Bank initiated Dam 

Rehabilitation and Improvement Project (DRIP) in April 2012 with an objective to improve 

the safety and operational performance of selected existing dams along with dam safety 

institutional strengthening with system wide management approach.  

• It was a State Sector Scheme with Central component. The Scheme successfully closed in 

March 2021. 

• The Scheme had rehabilitation provision for 223 dams located in seven States (Jharkhand, 

Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, Tamil Nadu and Uttarakhand) with 10 

Implementing Agencies on board. The CWC had been entrusted with overall coordination 

and supervision. 

• Design Flood Review of 250 dams and Dam Safety Review Panel Inspection of 260 dams 

were carried out during the initial stage of the Project. 

• The Scheme proposed Dam Instrumentation and Monitoring by providing Geodetic, Seismic, 

Hydro-meteorological, and Geotechnical instruments on need basis for scientific 

monitoring of comprehensive safety evaluation as well as integrated reservoir operations 

at 115 dams located across these seven States. 

• To promote long term asset management, web-based tool called Dam Health and 

Rehabilitation Monitoring Application (DHARMA) has been developed to capture important 

data for all dams and use it for appropriate monitoring and development of rehabilitation 

protocols. This is step to move towards application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in dam 

safety to smartly manage our existing water assets.  

DRIP PHASE-II AND PHASE III 

• Based on the success of DRIP, Ministry of Jal Shakti initiated another externally funded 

Scheme DRIP Phase II and Phase III. This new Scheme has nineteen (19) States, and three 

Central Agencies on board. 

• The Phase II of the Scheme is being co-financed by two multi-lateral funding Agencies - 

World Bank and Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), with funding of US$ 250 million 

each. 

• The funding pattern of Scheme is 80:20(Special Category States), 70:30(General Category 

States) and 50:50(Central Agencies). The Scheme also has provision of Central Grant of 90% 

of loan amount for special category States (Manipur, Meghalaya and Uttarakhand). 

• The Scheme has four components;  

o Rehabilitation of dams and associated appurtenances to improve the safety and 

operational performance of selected existing dams and associated appurtenances in 

a sustainable manner,  
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o Dam safety Institutional Strengthening to strengthen the dam safety institutional 

setup in participating States as well as on a Central level,  

o Incidental Revenue Generation for sustainable operation and maintenance of dams, 

and  

o Project Management. 

SIGNIFICANCE (Reference - https://www.drishtiias.com) 

• Number of Dams in the Country - India ranks third globally after China and the United 

States of America, with 5334 large dams in operation. In addition, about 411 dams are 

under construction at present. There are also several thousand smaller dams. 

o These dams are vital for ensuring the water security of the Country. Indian dams and 

reservoirs play an important role in the economic and agricultural growth of the 

country by storing approximately 300 billion cubic meters of water annually. 

• Will Help in Tackling Climate Change - By sustaining the livelihoods and food security of 

millions of Indians who depend on irrigated agriculture and enabling farmers to shift out of 

pumping groundwater, thereby, reducing energy consumption and greenhouse gas 

emissions. 

• Flood Mitigation - With average annual cost of floods in India estimated at US$7.4 billion, 

many dams are critical in mitigating floods. Their failure could pose serious risks to 

downstream communities. 

• Ageing of Dams - According to a United Nations (UN) report "Ageing water infrastructure: 

An emerging global risk", over 1,000 large dams in India will be roughly 50 years old in 2025 

and such ageing embankments across the world pose a growing threat. 

o This Scheme is especially focused on mitigating the risks of dam failure and ensuring 

safety of people, riverine ecology and property located downstream of the selected 

dams. 

• Enhancing Culture of Dam Safety in the Country - It will equip the Indian dam owners to 

gear up their human resources to comprehensively handle many important activities 

envisaged in proposed Dam Safety Legislation. 

Employment Generation - It is likely to generate employment opportunities equivalent to 
approximately 10,00,000 person days for unskilled workers, and 2,50,000 person days for working 
professionals 

 

4.8 VEHICLE SCRAPPING POLICY  

CONTEXT 

• The Prime Minister while addressing the Investor Summit in Gujarat via video conferencing 

launched the Vehicle Scrapping Policy/National Automobile Scrappage Policy. 

• The policy is estimated to cover 51 lakh Light Motor Vehicles (LMVs) that are above 20 years 

of age and another 34 lakh LMVs above 15 years of age. 
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MORE ABOUT VEHICLE SCRAPPING POLICY 

• The scrappage policy is said 

to help the struggling 

automobile sector in India. 

With old vehicles being 

phased out, there will be a 

demand for new vehicles. 

Scrapping unfit vehicles will 

also benefit the 

environment. 

• Here’s a list of key 

highlights related to the 

Vehicle Scrappage Policy 

announcement. 

• The policy is directed towards building a system to scrap unfit vehicles in India. 

• Rules and regulations will be made around the actual scrapping process, which shall be laid 

out in the announcement made by the MoRTH. 

• Vehicle owners will be given certain benefits for scrapping old vehicles. 

• The scrapping of unfit vehicles will help reduce air pollution to a considerable extent 

(subjective as per location). 

• People will look forward to buying environment-friendly, safe, and technologically 

advanced vehicles. 

FITNESS TESTS FOR VEHICLES 

• Just as you are supposed to check your vehicle’s emission levels via the Pollution Under 

Control (PUC) test, you will be required to put your vehicle through an automated Fitness 

Test as well after the stipulated period, which is 15 years for a private vehicle. 

• The validity of such a test would be for five years. Post which, the vehicle is supposed to 

undergo another one.  

• Each test would cost around Rs. 40,000. A Green Cess (around 10 to 25% of road tax), which 

varies as per location, will also be charged. Also, old vehicles need to renew their 

registration, which leads to more expenses. 

• Failure to pass the Fitness Test will cause problems while renewing the vehicle’s 

registration.  

• A vehicle that has failed the test will be considered unregistered. And driving an 

unregistered vehicle on public roads is a punishable offence.  

• The likely option as a vehicle owner, in this case, would be to scrap the vehicle. Or else 

repair the vehicle so that it passes the Fitness Test and then follow the process and make 

the payment for renewing the registration. 

OWNING OLD VEHICLES WILL BE COSTLY 

• The overall expenses related to renewing an old vehicle and the mandatory Fitness Test 

while re-registration is expected to dissuade vehicle owners from continuing with the 

vehicle.  
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• Comparatively, parting ways by scrapping the vehicle seems like a feasible option. 

Moreover, certain fees are expected to be hiked in the future. Such fee hikes can be 

periodic considering inflation. 

• Here are the costs to be incurred if your private vehicle is more than 15 years old. 

o Fee for Fitness test 

o Fee for renewing registration 

o Green Cess 

o Road tax 

BENEFITS OF THE VEHICLE SCRAPPAGE POLICY 

• Scrapping unfit vehicles will result in less air pollution and better air quality. 

• With old vehicles being scrapped, the demand for new vehicles will rise as the old ones will 

need to be replaced by new ones. More than 51 lakh light motor vehicles (private and 

commercial) are more than 20 years old.  

• Overall, the automobile sector will benefit from the new scrappage policy leading to more 

job opportunities. For example, new vehicle scrapping centres will need manpower. 

• New advanced vehicles will be comparatively safer. For example, new cars come with 

superior safety features. 

• The recycling industry will also be more active leading to higher revenue. 

• Vehicle owners might receive tax benefits as an incentive to scrap an old vehicle. 

• Vehicle owners might also get the best price for car scrappage for workable parts such as 

tyres. 

• Reduce Pollution - It will play a major role in modernising the vehicular population as it 

will help in phasing out the unfit and polluting vehicles across the country and promote a 

circular economy and waste to wealth campaign. 

o As older vehicles pollute the environment 10 to 12 times more, and estimated that 

17 lakh medium and heavy commercial vehicles are more than 15 years old. 

4.9 FOUR NEW RAMSAR SITES: INDIA’S WETLANDS 

CONTEXT 

• Four more Indian sites - two each from Haryana and Gujarat - have been recognised as 

wetlands of international importance under the Ramsar Convention. 

MORE ABOUT NEWS 

• Sultanpur National Park 

o It is located in Gurgaon district of Haryana, 46 km. from Delhi and 15 km. from 

Gurgaon on the Gurgaon - Farukh Nagar Road.  

o It is essentially a bird watcher's paradise with few trees obscuring the visitor's view 

of the lake.  

o The birds here can be easily spotted wading, swimming, or flying.  

o There is also an ancient lake here. 

o About one hundred species of birds and Siberia countries for reproduction every year 

in this huge natural lake spread over about 265 acres of land. 

• Bhindawas Wildlife Sanctuary 
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o It is a human-made freshwater wetland, located in Jhajjar district, Haryana. It is 

the largest wetland in Haryana. 

o It is an important part of the ecological corridor along the route of Sahibi River which 

traverses from Aravalli hills in Rajasthan to the Yamuna.  

o Rainwater, the JLN Feeder canal, and its escape channel are the main sources of 

water in the bird sanctuary.  

o It shares its border with Khaparwas Wildlife Sanctuary (Haryana). Mammals recorded 

at the Site include nilgai (Boselaphus tragocamelus), common mongoose (Herpestes 

edwardsi), and black-naped hare (Lepus nigricollis). 

o The site supports more than ten globally threatened species including the 

endangered Egyptian Vulture, Steppe Eagle, Pallas’s Fish Eagle, and Black-bellied 

Tern. 

• Thol Lake 

o It is located in Mehsana district of Gujarat. It is a shallow freshwater reservoir and 

a predominantly open water area. It is a man-made wetland, was originally 

constructed for irrigation in 1912. 

o It is also essential during the dry seasons for a population of blackbuck (Antilope 

cervicapra) and other mammals in the surrounding area. Emergent and floating 

aquatic plants are located along the wetland. 

o The wetland supports more than 30 threatened waterbird species, such as the 

critically endangered White-rumped Vulture and Sociable Lapwing, and the 

vulnerable Sarus Crane, Common Pochard, and Lesser White-fronted Goose. 

• Wadhvana Wetland 

o It is located in Dabhoi Tehsil (Taluka), Vadodara district, Gujarat. This reservoir was 

created in 1910 by the former Baroda State (King Gaikwad).  

o It is located in a semi-arid agricultural landscape and it is surrounded by wheat and 

paddy fields and villages.  

o River Orsang (which joins with the Narmada River at Chandod) flows into the lake. 

It also provides irrigation to 25 villages.  

o The red-crested pochard (Netta rufina), a duck that is otherwise rare in Western 

India, is regularly recorded here during winter.  

o It is internationally important for its birdlife as it provides wintering ground to 

migratory waterbirds, including over 80 species that migrate on the Central Asian 

Flyway. 
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5. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

 

5.1 CONCERNS OVER MANDATORY FORTIFICATION OF FOOD ITEMS 

CONTEXT 

• Recently, a group of scientists and activists have written to the Food Safety and Standards 

Authority of India (FSSAI), warning of the adverse impacts on health and livelihoods. 

• Earlier Government planned mandatorily fortify rice and edible oils with vitamins and 

minerals.  

MORE ABOUT FOOD 

FORTIFICATION  

• Food 

fortification or 

enrichment is 

the process of 

adding 

micronutrients 

(essential trace 

elements and 

vitamins) to 

food. 

• It can be carried 

out by food 

manufacturers, 

or by 

governments as 

a public health 

policy which aims to reduce the number of people with dietary deficiencies within a 

population. 

• The predominant diet within a region can lack particular nutrients due to the local soil or 

from inherent deficiencies within the staple foods; the addition of micronutrients to staples 

and condiments can prevent large-scale deficiency diseases in these cases. 

ADVANTAGES OF FOOD FORTIFICATION 

• Does not require behaviour change - Fortification can make frequently consumed foods 

or daily staples more nutritious without any change in the dietary habits of the consumers.  

o The demand and consumption of staples like wheat flour, rice, milk, oil, and salt 

usually remains uninterrupted in every scenario and they are consumed across the 

population – from low to high income groups. This makes food staples a great vehicle 

to add micronutrients to improve the nutritional status of the general population. 

• Provides Nutrition Without Any Change in Characteristics of Food - Though 

micronutrients are added, fortification does not cause any change in the taste, aroma, 

texture, or appearance of the food.  
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o For example, for the 

fortification of rice, 

Fortified Rice Kernels 

(FRK) are manufactured 

by combining rice flour 

with required nutrients. 

FRK resemble the 

sheen, transparency, 

consistency and flavour 

of rice. These kernels 

are simply mixed with 

ordinary rice. 

• Maintain Body Stores of 

Nutrients -Fortified foods are 

also better at lowering the risk 

of the multiple deficiencies 

that can result from seasonal 

deficits in the food supply or a 

poor-quality diet. This is an 

important advantage to 

growing children who need a 

sustained supply of 

micronutrients for growth and 

development, and to women 

of fertile age who need to 

enter periods of pregnancy 

and lactation with adequate 

nutrient stores. 

• Cost-effective intervention - 

The overall costs of 

fortification are extremely 

low; the price increase is 

approximately 1 to 2 per cent 

of the total food value. 

• Contain natural or near 

natural levels of 

micronutrients - According to 

the WHO, fortification 

generally aims to supply 

micronutrients in amounts 

that approximate to those 

provided by a good, well-

balanced diet. 
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DISADVANTAGES OF FOOD FORTIFICATION 

• Not A Substitute of Good Nutrition - While fortified foods contain increased amounts of 

selected micronutrients, they are not a substitute for a good quality diet that supplies 

adequate amounts of energy, protein, essential fats and other food constituents required 

for optimal health. 

• Might Not Benefit Infants and Children - For the first six months of the life, exclusive 

breastfeeding is recommended. A child will get nutrition only if the lactating mother will 

be healthy and consumes adequate nutrition. After the six months, complementary feeding 

is initiated, wherein infants and children consume relatively small amounts of food. 

• Fails To Cater to The Poorest Segment of The Population - Poorest segments of the 

general population have restricted access to fortified foods in the open markets due to low 

purchasing power and an underdeveloped distribution channel. 

• Not A Long-Term Solution - In its guidelines, FSSAI (Food Safety and Standards Authority 

of India) has also titled food fortification as a ‘complementary strategy’ rather than a 

‘replacement of balanced, diversified diets’ to address malnutrition. As explained by FSSAI, 

fortification only bridges the gap between the need and actual consumption of required 

micronutrients through food. 

• Inconclusive Evidence - Evidence supporting fortification is inconclusive and certainly not 

adequate before major national policies are rolled out. 

• Many of the studies which FSSAI relies on to promote fortification are sponsored by food 

companies who would benefit from it, leading to conflicts of interest. 

• Hypervitaminosis - Recent studies published in the medical journal Lancet and in the 

American Journal of Clinical Nutrition which show that both anemia and Vitamin A 

deficiencies are over diagnosed, meaning that mandatory fortification could lead to 

hypervitaminosis. 

• Toxicity - One major problem with chemical fortification of foods is that nutrients don’t 

work in isolation but need each other for optimal absorption. Undernourishment in India is 

caused by monotonous cereal-based diets with low consumption of vegetables and animal 

protein. 

GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES TO PROMOTE FOOD 

FORTIFICATION 

• ‘+F’ Logo - The Food Fortification Resource 

Centre has taken the onus of major widespread 

production of fortified foods, creating an ‘+F’ logo 

for food the following staple foods: rice, wheat 

flour, salt, edible oil, and milk. The logo is a 

symbol of fortification, and will increase the 

nutritional value of the aforementioned food 

items 

• Nutritional Strategy - India’s National Nutritional 

strategy, 2017, had listed food fortification as one 

of the interventions to address anaemia, vitamin 

A and iodine deficiencies apart from supplementation and dietary diversification. 
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• Milk Fortification Project - The Milk Fortification Project was launched by the National 

Dairy Development Board (NDDB) in collaboration with the World Bank and Tata Trusts, as 

a pilot project in 2017. 

WAY FORWARD 

• Considering above challenges above we can push fortified food in cautious manner. In a 

country like India where a change in lifestyle is the need of the hour, food fortification is 

playing an important role in pushing boundaries, by providing more for less. 

• Moreover, The Coronavirus pandemic has affected various government schemes aimed at 

providing nutritious food to children and pregnant and lactating women.  

• The pandemic has led to loss of livelihoods which has further impacted the purchasing 

power, to add to the disruption, production and supply chain has been disrupted and there 

has been dietary diversity-shift to more shelf-stable and pre-packaged foods. Considering 

this, the role of food fortification has become important more than ever. 

5.2 NUCLEAR FUSION IGNITION: BIG LABORATORY BREAKTHROUGH 

• Recently, researchers at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (which operates the 
National Ignition Facility in California, US) appeared to have demonstrated “fusion ignition” 
for the first time. 

• This breakthrough has brought the world closer to the dream of near-limitless clean energy 
through nuclear fusion. 

About the Experiment: 

• They applied laser energy on fuel pellets to heat and pressurise them at conditions similar 
to that at the centre of our Sun. 

• This triggered the fusion reactions. 

• These reactions released positively charged particles called alpha particles (helium), which 
in turn heated the surrounding plasma. 

• The heated plasma also released alpha particles and a self-sustaining reaction called 
ignition took place. 

• Ignition helps amplify the energy output from the nuclear fusion reaction and this could 
help provide clean energy for the future. 

• Significance of the Experiment: Reproducing the conditions at the centre of the Sun will 
allow studying: 

• Plasma, the state of matter that has never been created in the lab before. 

• Gain insights into quantum states of matter. 

• Conditions closer and closer to the beginning of the Big Bang. 

About Nuclear Fusion: 

 

 

 

 

• Nuclear fusion is defined as the combining of 
several small nuclei into one large nucleus 
with the subsequent release of huge amounts 
of energy. 

• Harnessing fusion, the process that powers 
the Sun, could provide a limitless, clean 
energy source. 
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• Harnessing fusion, the process that powers the Sun, could provide a limitless, clean energy 
source. 

• Fusion reactions take place in a state of matter called plasma. Plasma is a hot, charged gas 
made of positive ions and free-moving electrons that has unique properties distinct from 
solids, liquids and gases. 

• At high temperatures, electrons are ripped from atom’s nuclei and become a plasma or an 
ionized state of matter. Plasma is also known as the fourth state of matter. 

Advantages of Nuclear Fusion: 

• Abundant energy: Fusing atoms together in a controlled way releases nearly four million 
times more energy than a chemical reaction such as the burning of coal, oil or gas and four 
times as much as nuclear fission reactions (at equal mass). 

• Fusion has the potential to provide the kind of baseload energy needed to provide 
electricity to the cities and the industries. 

• Sustainability: Fusion fuels are widely available and nearly inexhaustible. Deuterium can 
be distilled from all forms of water, while tritium will be produced during the fusion 
reaction as fusion neutrons interact with lithium. 

• No CO₂: Fusion doesn't emit harmful toxins like carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases 
into the atmosphere. Its major by-product is helium: an inert, non-toxic gas. 

• No long-lived radioactive waste: nuclear fusion reactors produce no high activity, long-
lived nuclear waste. 

• Limited risk of proliferation: Fusion doesn't employ fissile materials like uranium and 
plutonium (Radioactive tritium is neither a fissile nor a fissionable material). 

• No risk of meltdown: It is difficult enough to reach and maintain the precise conditions 
necessary for fusion—if any disturbance occurs, the plasma cools within seconds and the 
reaction stops. 
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Other Related Initiatives: 

• International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) Assembly: It aims to build the 
world's largest tokamak to prove the feasibility of fusion as a large-scale and carbon-free 
source of energy. The ITER members include China, the European Union, India, Japan, 
South Korea, Russia and the United States. 

• China’s Artificial Sun: The Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST) device 
designed by China replicates the nuclear fusion process carried out by the sun. 
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6. SOCIAL ISSUES 

 

6.1 QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT 

CONTEXT 

• On 8th Aug 2021, India completed 79 years of Quit India Movement also known as August 

Kranti. 

IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT 

• The main reason for the Quit India Movement to begin was because the Britishers were 

planning to drag the country into World War II without consent to fight on behalf of the 

United Kingdom (UK). During that time, more than 87,000 Indian soldiers were martyred in 

World War II including people from Pakistan, Nepal, and Bangladesh. 

• Also, the Cripps Mission which was led by Sir Stafford Cripps, a member of the War Cabinet 

in March 1942, made an attempt to secure India's cooperation in World War II.  

• Following this, Cripps was sent to India to 

discuss and support the British 

Government's Draft Declaration with Indian 

leaders. Moreover, the declaration also 

granted India Dominion Status after the 

war. To which, Congress denied discussing 

any terms unless given total freedom. 

• Mumbai’s Gowalia Tank Maidan also known 

as August Kranti Maidan is the place where 

Mahatma Gandhi delivered his speech 

marking the beginning of the Quit India 

Movement. Mahatma along with other 

leaders gathered here on August 8 and 9, 

1942. 

• In his speech at Mumbai’s Gowalia Tank, 

Gandhiji called the nation to ‘Do or Die’ in his speech. Within hours of the speech, almost 

the entire INC was imprisoned without trial. 

• Several national leaders like Mahatma Gandhi, Abdul Kalam Azad, Jawaharlal Nehru and 

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel were arrested. 

• Several national leaders like Mahatma Gandhi, Abdul Kalam Azad, Jawaharlal Nehru and 

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel were arrested. 

• The first half of the movement was peaceful with demonstrations and processions. The 

peaceful protest was carried till Mahatma Gandhi’s release. 

• The second half of the movement was violent with raids and setting fire at post offices, 

government buildings and railway stations. Lord Linlithgow adopted the policy of violence. 

• The Viceroy’s Council of Muslims, Communist Party supported Britishers. 

• After the arrest of major leaders, young Aruna Asaf Ali presided over the AICC session. 

Despite several police warnings and government notices for banning public processions and 
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assemblies, a large crowd gathered at Mumbai’s Gowalia Tank Maidan where Aruna Asaf Ali 

hoisted the flag. 

• The final phase of the movement was marked on September 1942 where mobs getting 

together and bombings in government places of Mumbai and Madhya Pradesh. 

• The British refused to grant immediate independence and stated that it could only be 

granted after the war ended. Finally, India got independence in 1947. 

6.2 ABANINDRANATH TAGORE 

• Abanindranath Tagore, the nephew of Rabindranath Tagore, was one of the most prominent 

artists of India.  

• He was also the first major exponent of Swadeshi values in Indian art, thereby finding the 

influential Bengal school of art, which led to the development of modern Indian painting. 

• Tagore sought to modernise Mughal and Rajput styles to counter the influence of Western 

models of art, as taught in art schools under the British Raj.  

• Along with other artists from the Bengal school of art, Tagore advocated in favour of a 

nationalistic Indian art derived from Indian art history, drawing inspiration from the Ajanta 

Caves.  

• Tagore's work was so successful that it was eventually accepted and promoted as a national 

Indian style within British art institutions. 

• Abanindranath is also regarded as a proficient and accomplished 

writer. Most of his literary works were meant for children.Some of 

his books like ‘BudoAngla’, ‘KhirerPutul’ and ‘Rajkahini’ are best 

examples of Bengali children's literature. 

• His Style 

o Abanindranath Tagore believed in the traditional Indian 

techniques of painting. He rejected the materialistic art of 

the West and emphasized on returning to the Indian 

traditional art forms.  

o He believed that Indian art and its art forms gave 

importance to spirituality as opposed to the West which stressed on materialism 

o His works reflected his ideologies and since they were 

simple in nature, his paintings were a hit among Indian art 

lovers. 

• Abaninranath’s Notable Paintings 

o Ganesh Janani – Painted in the year 1908, ‘Ganesh Janani’ 

depicts an image of Lord Ganesh in his child form. The Lord 

is seen playing by hanging on to a branch of a tree while his 

mother wears a concerned look on her face. 

o Bharat Mata – This beautiful painting was completed in the 

year 1905. The painting depicts Bharat Mata (Mother India). 

She is portrayed as having four hands, carrying important elements in each of her 

hand. The painting reflects Indian tradition, which features in most of his works. 
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6.3 MAJOR DHYAN CHAND KHEL RATNA AWARD 

ABOUT 

• Recently, the Prime Minister renamed the Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award, the country’s 

highest sporting honour, after hockey wizard Major Dhyan Chand. 

• This came a day after the Indian men's hockey team won the bronze medal in the ongoing 

Tokyo Olympics and hours after the women's team finished fourth. 

MORE ABOUT NEWS 

• The Khel Ratna award was instituted in 1991-1992 and the first recepient was Chess legend 

Viswanathan Anand.  

• Among the other winners were Leander Paes, Sachin Tendulkar, Dhanraj Pillay, Pullela 

Gopichand, Abhinav Bindra, Anju Bobby George, Mary Kom and Rani Rampal in 2020. 

• The now renamed Major Dhyan Chand Khel Ratna award comes with a cash prize of Rs 25 

lakh. 

• Apart from the Khel Ratna award, the country’s highest award for lifetime achievement in 

sports is known as the Dhyan Chand Award.  

• It was instituted in 2002. The National Stadium in New Delhi was also renamed as the Dhyan 

Chand National Stadium in 2002. 

ABOUT DHYAN CHAND 

• He was known for his extraordinary goal-scoring feats, in addition to earning three Olympic 

gold medals, in 1928, 1932 and 1936, during an era where India dominated field hockey.  

• His influence extended beyond these victories, as India won the field hockey event in seven 

out of eight Olympics from 1928 to 1964. 

• Known as The Wizard or The Magician of hockey for his superb ball control, Chand played 

internationally from 1926 to 1949; he scored 570 goals in 185 matches according to his 

autobiography, ‘Goal’. 

• The Government of India awarded Chand India's third highest civilian honour of Padma 

Bhushan in 1956. 

• His birthday, 29 August, is celebrated as National Sports Day in India every year. 

 

6.4 PM-DAKSH SCHEME 

CONTEXT 

• Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment has launched ‘PM-DAKSH’ (Pradhan Mantri 

Dakshta Aur Kushalta Sampann Hitgrahi) Portal and ‘PM-DAKSH’ Mobile App to make the 

skill development schemes accessible to the target groups - Backward Classes, Scheduled 

Castes and Safai Karamcharis. 
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MORE ABOUT NEWS 

• The portal is developed by the Ministry of 

Social Justice and Empowerment, in 

collaboration with the National e-

Governance Division. The major aim of 

the portal is to make skill development 

schemes accessible to the target groups. 

• The portal provides a facility to register 

easily for the training institute and 

program of one’s interest.  

• Besides, it also offers the provision to 

upload desired documents related to 

personal information and to register the attendance of the trainees through the face and 

eye scanning during the training period.  

• Moreover, candidates could also be monitored through the facility of photo and video clips 

during the training period. 

• With the help of PM-DAKSH, any person could receive all the information related to skill 

development training at one place. Also, with just a single click, one can get information 

about skill development training happening near him/her and can easily register 

himself/herself for skill training. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF PM- DAKSH 

• Many people of the target group belong to the category of rural artisans who have become 

marginalized owing to the coming of better technologies in the market.  

• The government has also observed a need to empower the women amongst the target 

group, who, due to their overall domestic compulsions, cannot be involved in wage 

employment which normally involves long working hours and sometimes migration to other 

cities.  

• Similar challenges are faced by members of Sanitation Workers & Waste Pickers 

communities who find it difficult to get into mainstream alternate occupations and are 

forced to therefore engage in self-employment activities.  

• Similarly, the youth amongst the target group, owing to their educational backwardness 

also find it difficult to obtain employment with good compensation after undergoing short-

term skilling courses.  

• Therefore, the government is constantly working towards the empowerment of the socially, 

educationally and economically marginalized sections of the society 
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6.5TRADITIONAL NEW YEAR FESTIVALS IN INDIA 

Chaitra Shukla Pratipada  

• It marks the beginning of the new year of the Vikram Samvat also known as the Vedic 
(Hindu) calendar. 

• Vikram Samvat is based on the day when the emperor Vikramaditya defeated Sakas, 
invaded Ujjain and called for a new era. 

Gudi Padwa and Ugadi  

• Celebrated in the month of Chaitra Shukla Pratipada as per the Hindu Lunar Calendar. 

• Deccan region including Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra. 

Navreh  

• It is the lunar New Year that is celebrated in Kashmir. It falls on the very first day of the 
Chaitra Navratras. 

Sajibu Cheiraoba  

• It is celebrated by Meiteis (an ethnic group in Manipur) which is observed on the first day 
of Manipur lunar month Shajibu, which falls in the month of April every year. 

Cheti Chand  

• It is celebrated by Sindhi community. Chaitra month is called 'Chet' in Sindhi. 

• The day commemorates the birth anniversary of Ishta Deva Uderolal/Jhulelal, the patron 
saint of Sindhis. 

Bihu  

• It is celebrated three times a year. 

• Rongali or Bohag Bihu is observed in April. Kongali or Kati Bihu observed in October and 
Bhogali or Magh Bihu observed in January. 

• Rongali or Bohag Bihu is the Assamese new year and spring festival. 

• The Rongali Bihu coincides with Sikh New Year- Baisakhi. 

Baisakhi  

• It is celebrated as the Indian Thanksgiving Day by farmers. 

• It also has religious significance for the Sikhs community as the foundation of the Khalsa 
Panth was laid on this day by Guru Gobind Singh. 

Losoong  

• Losoong also known as Namsoong is the Sikkimese New Year. 

• It is usually the time when the farmers rejoice and celebrate their harvest. 

• It is mostly celebrated in the month of December every year with traditional gaiety and 
colour both by the Lepchas and Bhutias. 
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6.6 HAMPI: A UNESCO SITE AND SITE DEPICTING INDIA’S GLORIOUS PAST 

WHY IN NEWS? 

• Recently, the Vice-president of India visited monuments at the UNESCO World Heritage Site 
of Hampi in Vijayanagara district, Karnataka. 

About: 

• The site of Hampi comprises mainly the remnants of the capital city of the Vijayanagara 
Empire (14th-16th century CE), the last great Hindu Kingdom. 

• It encompasses an area of 4187, 24 hectares, located in the Tungabhadra basin in Bellary 
District, Central Karnataka. 

• Hampi’s spectacular setting is dominated by river Tungabhadra, craggy hill ranges and open 
plains with widespread physical remains. 

• One of the unique features of temples at Hampi is the wide chariot streets flanked by the 
row of pillared mandapas. 

• Its Famous places include Krishna temple complex, Narasimha, Ganesa, Hemakuta group of 
temples, Achyutaraya temple complex, Vitthala temple complex, Pattabhirama temple 
complex, Lotus Mahal complex, etc. 

Background: 

• Hampi was the capital of the Vijayanagara Empire in the 14th century. The old city of 
Hampi was a prosperous, wealthy and grand city near the Tungabhadra River, with 
numerous temples, farms and trading markets. 

• By 1500 CE, Hampi-Vijayanagara was the world’s second-largest medieval-era city after 
Beijing, and probably India’s richest at that time, attracting traders from Persia and 
Portugal. 

• The Vijayanagara Empire was defeated by a coalition of sultanates; its capital was 
conquered, pillaged and destroyed by sultanate armies in 1565 (Battle of Talikota), after 
which Hampi remained in ruins. 

Vijaynagar Empire 

• Vijayanagara or “city of victory” was the name of both a city and an empire. 

• The empire was founded in the fourteenth century (1336 AD) by Harihara and Bukka of 
Sangama dynasty. 

• They made Hampi as the capital city. 

• It stretched from the river Krishna in the north to the extreme south of the peninsula. 

Vijayanagar Empire was ruled by four important dynasties and they are: 

1. Sangama 
2. Saluva 
3. Tuluva 
4. Aravidu 

• Krishnadevaraya (ruled 1509-29) of the Tuluva dynasty was the most famous ruler of 
Vijayanagar. 
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• He is credited with building some fine temples and adding impressive gopurams to many 
important south Indian temples. 

• He composed a work on statecraft in Telugu known as the Amuktamalyada. 
 


